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Abstract 
This thesis examines Suzanne Collins‘ use of ―arena fiction‖ conventions and historical 
social reform movements in The Hunger Games trilogy (THG) to encourage reflection on the 
means of subverting the intended effects of spectacle, but also to consider the cost of consuming 
or using children in social reform.  My thesis argues that THG is an arena story which explores 
the mechanics of social reform through powerful visuals while also exploring the personal cost, 
especially on children, of becoming a visual symbol of resistance. I show how THG is rooted in 
historical social reforms and why these are so useful for Collins to generate visual resistance 
literacy in her readers and push her use of arena fiction deeper into exploring child bodies. 
Finally, through a close reading of the subversions in THG, I argue that Collins uses both arena 
fiction and history to further reflection on children‘s participation in reform movements. 
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Introduction 
My thesis argues that Suzanne Collins‘ The Hunger Games trilogy (THG) is an arena 
story which explores the mechanics of social reform through powerful visuals while also 
exploring the personal cost, especially on children, of becoming a visual symbol of resistance. 
My research focus is the way that Collins uses the genre of ‗arena fiction‘ to make a point about 
American Culture by drawing on its conventions and overlaying the principles and iconography 
of a history of resistance in THG. I address the conventions of arena fiction and how the genre 
asks readers to think about resisting the power of spectacle and violence. I address the question 
of which historical icons of resistance Collins uses in her novels and why they are particularly 
well suited to her purposes. I examine specific passages from her trilogy to address how arena 
fiction conventions and historical prompts function to disrupt the state‘s intended controlling 
effects of public spectacle and violence. My main argument is that The Hunger Games trilogy 
uses the conventions of arena fiction and historical social reforms to encourage young readers to 
think about visual resistance and the personal cost of becoming a symbol. Furthermore, I argue 
that building on the historical importance of child bodies in historical social reforms, she 
explores the cost of young people being used for the sake of social reform. I chose to examine 
Collins‘ novels specifically because they attained tremendous popularity, which was only 
bolstered by the film adaptations. Collins‘ frequent allusions to Ancient Rome also clearly mark 
the work as one heavily embedded with historical iconography, and my research on that point 
was well rewarded. Indeed, the popularity of The Hunger Games trilogy made for a study that 
coincided heavily with contemporary events in politics demonstrating that the ideas of resistance 
in The Hunger Games are very much still in the air.  
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What I am calling ―arena fiction‖ is a genre defined by gladiators struggling against an 
oppressive emperor which ultimately results in an overthrow of power. Scholars have noted the 
parallels between THG and Gladiator (2000), and books such as The Running Man and Battle 
Royale in which ―fearful games that the protagonists must survive‖ play out in dystopic societies 
(Day 167). My work here examines THG in light of the emergence of arena fiction as a subgenre 
in the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries that responds to the collision of increasingly 
visual media and the political turmoil in the United States resulting from the Civil Rights 
Movement and the Vietnam War. THG is a particularly interesting example of arena fiction 
because Collins skillfully navigates its conventions to create a personal coming of age story 
relevant for contemporary children growing up in a world with ever more platforms and causes 
which encourage their involvement. She manages to do this while still exploring the standard 
themes of political upheaval. 
Scholarship of THG often presents the series as a scathing criticism of contemporary 
political and social reality, with Panem as an allegorical representation of dystopic America.1 
Within this broad focus, scholars such as David Aitchison and Adam Barkman explore Collins‘ 
use of the Roman arena in THG as a core aspect of its revolutionary themes, while others 
explicitly draw parallels to other works of arena fiction, loosely describing the genre at the same 
time.2 Informing such readings is a focus on spectacle that highlights the effects of power. Susan 
Shau Ming Tan, for example, argues that THG is a criticism of consumerist dehumanization in 
contemporary American culture. Tan‘s exploration of hyperreality, whereby simulation and 
spectacle are just another dehumanizing transformation, speaks to spectacle‘s effective 
consumption of its object by reducing privacy and agency.  
                                                 
1 On THG as a narrative of resistance to dystopia see Susan Tan, Rebecca Hill, Karl Hand, and Ben Murnane; for an 
alternative perspective see Joe Tompkins. 
2 See Helen Day and Shannon Mortimore-Smith for examples. 
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Particularly prominent in scholarship dealing with power and spectacle are readings of 
THG that draw on the work of Foucault, whose ideas of ―docile bodies‖ and surveillance in 
Discipline and Punish have been used to explore how order is maintained in Panem through 
internalized fears and public spectacle. Don Latham and Jonathon M. Hollister argue that ―The 
capitol uses both public punishment and surveillance as means of control…the games 
themselves, of course, are an elaborate example of punishment as spectacle‖ (Latham 40). Where 
Foucault‘s ideas about power as an internalized structure are often seen as precluding resistance, 
Nicole L. Wilson argues that in THG Katniss uses the controlling gaze to rebel. ―Although 
Foucault argues that a viewed body is more docile or disciplined, celebrity studies argues that a 
viewed body is more powerful,‖ she suggests, ―…celebrity studies argue that the public viewing 
creates not a prison but a space for people to praise and encourage one another‖ (918).  
Similarly, Christina Van Dyke suggests that ―in a society that places a strong emphasis on 
fashion and entertainment, the constant practice of self-surveillance and self-correction turns 
attention away from other concerns‖ (256). Yet, she also acknowledges the tension between the 
body modification of the Capitol citizens as a societal tool for maintaining a docile population, 
and Cinna‘s transformation of Katniss, noting that ―body modification can be both a genuine 
form of self-expression and an effective means of resistance to the dominant power structures‖ 
(263). As a group, these scholars thus maintain that in THG, the tools of state oppression also 
create the openings for visible acts of resistance, particularly—as in the case of Latham and 
Hollister (34)—by arguing that media literacy is central to acts of resistance. 
Alongside Foucauldian readings of THG in terms of a dynamic of authority and 
resistance rooted in the body, a second line of Hunger Games scholarship focuses on the 
―intimate feeling on which revolution depends‖ (Aitchison 260). Aitchison grounds this reading 
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of the series in its focus on the importance of children in an emerging subgenre of the ―gladiator 
paradigm‖ (essentially arena fiction) since it ―suggests a child-centered approach to 
understanding a world in crisis is necessary because the exploited child is integral to structures of 
domination that increasingly jeopardize our humanity‖ (Aitchison 268). Linking this emphasis 
on feeling to the conceit of the gladiator, Barkman suggests that ―All of us, not just the citizens 
of the Capitol, can learn to love virtue more, but there are some who love it like a girl on fire. 
They are the hope of Panem and the hope of our world as well‖ (275).  
 My thesis extends conversation about THG, power, and resistance by showing how 
Collins uses both the conventions established in arena fiction and iconography of historical 
social reforms in America to encourage readers to think critically about ways to resist the effects 
of power. Specifically, my focus is to further the conversation about how THG, by uniting the 
allegorical readings with a more in-depth examination of power dynamics, proliferates a literacy 
of resistance in young readers while maintaining caution by exploring the personal cost such 
involvement has, especially on children. Like Joe Tompkins, who suggests that, ―if blockbusters 
about class revolution perform their ultimate ideological function – maintaining business as usual 
– by encouraging our cynical distance from those underlying fantasies, the truly subversive thing 
is not to disregard the dream but to stick to the desire that sustains it‖ (89), I am interested in the 
ways that THG simultaneously presents the dream and the cynical reality of social reform which 
underlies the fantasy of blockbusters about class revolution.  
 Foucault‘s ideas about power as surveillance and spectacle are important to discussions 
of arena fiction because a gladiator arena necessarily creates internalized discipline by visually 
reinforcing the power of the emperor and the importance of obeying the established laws to 
prevent a return to the inherent barbarism represented by the gladiators (Gunderson 115-116). 
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The show of the arena reinforces the idea that without the state, people will turn to brutal 
survivalism, and the more the audience believes that idea to be true, the more they internalize 
discipline. So while the arena clearly offers a spectacle of public punishment, its purpose is to 
prompt the self-regulation that Foucault discusses through his analysis of the Panopticon. In what 
follows, I will suggest that the convergence of spectacle and surveillance in the modern subgenre 
of arena fiction generally, and in THG specifically, points to possibilities for resistance. In 
Panem, whether Capitol- or District-dwelling, citizens are forced to watch the Games in the 
interest of internalizing the existing structure of authoritarian power.  At the same time, however, 
the spectacle of gladiatorial celebrity provides a foothold for appropriating and resisting the 
apparatus of power. 
Where arena fiction moves beyond the realm of Foucault, I suggest, is in its use of the 
spotlight. Indeed, as Wilson argues, sentiment is a core feature of THG insofar as it inverts 
staged violence in order to highlight the authenticity, vulnerability, and emotional value of 
individual people. For this reason, I will treat the gladiator arena as simultaneously a tool for 
state control, which employs both public punishment and internalized discipline, and as a 
platform that offers the prospect of power to the oppressed who claim the visual gaze of the 
audience. The theoretical basis for my argument comes from the fairly well established, yet 
largely undefined, genre of arena fiction in which Collins is writing. I will illustrate how the 
symbolic vocabulary of arena fiction provides Collins with the framework for a story of 
resistance, and how she uses its conventions to make her work particularly resonate with 
Americans.  
While it is beyond the scope of this thesis to examine the real-world impact of her work 
on contemporary reform movements, I hope to make the case that these novels contain many 
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meaningful and thought-provoking ideas about contemporary resistance to established power. 
My contribution to the existing scholarship on THG is therefore focused on demonstrating how 
representations of resistance to state power call attention to a historically grounded praxis of 
subverting the intended effects of spectacle. To existing discussions of power, spectacle, and 
resistance in THG, I thus add a focus on arena fiction as a unique subgenre, in which Collins 
draws on a historical iconography of resistance associated with American social reform 
movements such as the fight against child labor and the Civil Rights Movement, as well as the 
largely British, yet related, abolition of the slave trade. These movements in particular 
demonstrated the power of visuals, especially those showing children, to reform public opinion 
on an injustice. 
Furthermore, I discuss issues which lead to very interesting questions around race and 
gender, but due to the limited scope of this project I avoided any significant exploration of these 
topics. My thesis particularly points to two areas that merit further investigation. On the topic of 
race, many of the symbols of resistance pertain to race based social reforms and yet in THG these 
symbols are largely universalized and presented without racial context. On the topic of gender, 
Collins‘ use of a female gladiator as the protagonist stands out among other works of arena 
fiction and the implications of this choice warrant more scrutiny. What is the meaning of the 
gladiator as female. My hope is that future scholars will give these questions the consideration 
they deserve.     
I will make my argument in three stages. In chapter one, I will first define the genre of 
‗arena fiction‘ through numerous examples of works other than THG and lay out the fundamental 
conventions they all share. My main argument in this chapter, supported by examples in the 
genre, is that arena fiction is at its core about resisting the power of spectacle and violence by 
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making visible the vulnerability of the oppressed. I will, of course, show how Collins draws on 
these conventions. In my second chapter, I will examine how Collins layers in iconography from 
historical resistance movements including the abolition of the slave trade, the fight to end child 
labor in the United States, and the Civil Rights Movement. I will argue that these elements 
effectively compliment her use of arena fiction because these particular social reforms also 
centred around the use of the spotlight to end an injustice. In my third chapter, I will examine 
through a close reading of Collins‘ trilogy how these arena fiction conventions and iconic 
principles of historical social reform function to subvert the intended effects of the Hunger 
Games arena in all its forms. My conclusion connects my reading of THG to resistance strategies 
implemented in the current gun reform movement in the United States in the wake of the 
Parkland School shooting.  
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CHAPTER 1: Arena Fiction and the Hunger Games 
The Roots and Resurgence of Arena Fiction 
Arena fiction is a genre which, while not officially defined, is recognizable within 
contemporary popular culture. In its most basic form it is the story of a gladiator who rebels 
against those responsible for their life and death position. The genre rose to prominence in the 
1970s with films like Death Race 2000 and Rollerball, which took the historical fiction of the 
1960 film Spartacus and used the Spartacus story as a framework for contemporary social 
criticism. Stephen King used a similar format in The Running Man, which was published in 1982 
with a film adaptation in 1987. In 2000, Gladiator and Battle Royale repopularized the arena 
story, and the next decade saw several new works of arena fiction as well as remakes of both 
Rollerball and Death Race. Suzanne Collins wrote the first book of The Hunger Games trilogy in 
2008, building on a popular and fairly well established literary and film genre by that time. She 
draws on the conventions of this genre because, as I will demonstrate in this chapter, rather than 
endorsing violence, arena fiction is about using the visibility of the arena and the humanity of the 
victims to give the audience a symbolic vocabulary for challenging the existing power structure. 
In order to better understand the themes of arena fiction and how Suzanne Collins adopted the 
genre, some historical background on the Roman arena as well as why the genre gained 
popularity in the 1970s will be useful.  
Historically, ―the arena play[ed] an important role in the moralization of Roman social 
roles and hierarchical relations‖ (Gunderson 115-16) because the very architecture of the arena 
categorizes power according to where people are located. The actual buildings where these 
competitions take place are often symbolic in their construction. Gunderson discusses arena 
symbolism, writing, ―As far as geography was concerned, Rome was a small point at the center 
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of a vast empire. This physical relationship was inverted, however, on the day of the shows: an 
orderly construct of Roman society ringed its own empire, contained, controlled and 
choreographed‖ (133). So the arena reinforced the idea that Rome, as personified by the emperor 
choosing who lived or died, had total control. Foucault‘s theories are useful as they apply to the 
arena because, as one critic so neatly summarizes, ―Foucault illustrates the historical move from 
public discipline, which focused on spectacle, to the modern prison system, which focuses on 
observation and the creation of introspection until prisoners assume the mantle of their own 
guilt‖ (Koenig 40). Yet, the arena combines the spectacle of public execution with the oppression 
of internalized discipline. This nuance is achieved through the hierarchical positioning in the 
arena that Gunderson mentions. The viewers know their class according to where they sit in the 
Colosseum and, whatever happens on the sand of the arena, they are kept safe as long as they are 
in the stands. The emperor‘s power over life and death becomes evident in the arena; moreover, 
the arena suggests a microcosm of the broader society, and so the constant surveillance of the 
gladiators stands for the constant surveillance of the citizens, who could at any point be thrown 
into the deadly competition.  
The arena represented a trade-off between the citizens in the stands and the government 
since the games also reinforced the idea that the rulers would provide entertainment, food, and 
safety as long as citizens remained loyal. Juvenal‘s most famous words expressed the distaste 
some Romans had for this particular effect of the games: ―Already long ago, from when we sold 
our vote to no man, the People have abdicated our duties; for the people who once upon a time 
handed out military command, high civil office, legions – everything, now restrains itself and 
anxiously hopes for just two things: bread and circuses‖ (qtd in Toner 69). The Roman arena, 
more than merely a venue for entertainment, was a tool of state control, and Spartacus‘ slave 
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revolt was particularly shocking because it subverted the intended effect of the arena to maintain 
civil order and obedience. Historian Barry Strauss, author of The Spartacus War, writes that, ―we 
do not know if Spartacus wanted to abolish slavery, but if so, he aimed low. He and his men 
freed only gladiators, farmers, and shepherds. They avoided urban slaves, a softer and more elite 
group than rural workers. They rallied slaves to the cry not only of freedom but also to the 
themes of nationalism, religion, revenge, and riches‖ (7). While the historical Spartacus might 
not have been the hero popularized in the 1960 film, it is understandable why his story continues 
to inspire creative works. The Spartacus story is about subverting the symbolic meaning behind 
the arena by uniting an oppressed people.  
 Nearly two thousand years later, the advent of film allowed the visual spectacle of the 
gladiator fight to be enjoyed once again, albeit without real violence, through the 1960 movie, 
Spartacus. However, the deeper social criticism underpinning the genre really only took off after 
the Vietnam War and the Civil Rights Movement. The idea of the American Dream, which was 
prevalent in the 1950s, swiftly began to crumble as Black Americans pointed out that their 
experience was more like a nightmare. Then the Vietnam War resulted in many Americans 
losing faith in their government, as their sons were literally being forced to throw their lives 
away on the other side of the world for reasons that became less palatable as time went on.  
Evidence for the Vietnam War‘s influence on arena fiction is readily available through an 
analysis of The Running Man, which, while not published until much later, was written in 1971 
(Mann 201). Ian Mann argues that The Running Man was heavily influenced by grotesque 
images as a result of the Vietnam War being the first televised war. He writes that, ―graphic 
combat footage and haunting images of men injured, maimed or dead were freely available to 
view on television screens across the nation on daily news bulletins. It is likely that King 
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was…also disgusted by the fact that such horrifying images had become increasingly stripped of 
their meaning and turned into a grotesque form of family entertainment. To turn one man‘s slow 
death into a game show is simply the next logical step‖ (202). Indeed, the idea of disgust at 
violent entertainment was a direct influence for Norman Jewison, the director of the 1975 
Rollerball, who explicitly stated that ―Rollerball is all about the absurdity of conflict; it‘s 
obscene to have violence for the entertainment of the masses. That‘s an obscene idea that goes 
back to Circus Maximus, that goes back to Rome. Surely we‘ve become more civilized. And yet 
when I look at some films out there, and I just see unmotivated violence…Violence for 
entertainment, it‘s a terrible idea. And so I made Rollerball‖ (Ryfle). 
Of course, the Vietnam War was not the only influence on these early works. In addition 
to the well-known imagery of Civil Rights Movement protestors being attacked by police, Mann 
references several other cases of police brutality around the turn of the decade and uses them to 
argue that ―King‘s 1971 manuscript, then, arises from one of the most turbulent times in 
American history and is deeply ingrained in a troubling cultural moment: an era defined by the 
counterculture‘s struggle and saturated with televised images of institutional violence‖ (203). 
Indeed, there are many parallels between the troubling cultural moment in the 70s when arena 
fiction first appeared and troubles in the 2000s and onwards. 
In fact, Suzanne Collins mentions a lot of the same inspirations for her work in a New 
York Times interview. She states that the idea for THG came to her while she was ―flipping 
through the channels one night between reality television programs and actual footage of the Iraq 
War‖ (Levithan), and she was struck by the same disgust at violence being used for 
entertainment as King and Jewison. Obviously, the same war weariness of many US citizens that 
had marked the Vietnam War returned as soldiers were deployed in the Middle East, and this 
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historical repetition may help to explain the resurgence of arena fiction in the 2000s. Collins also 
mentions that she was influenced by ―A fascination with the gladiator movies of [her] childhood, 
particularly Spartacus‖ (Levithan). With the 2000 film Gladiator reminding American society of 
the gladiator paradigm once more, and with the culture being saturated with many of the same 
anxieties which defined the 1970s (war, racial tension, economic and class struggle), it should be 
clear why so many works of arena fiction began to appear.  
While contemporary works of arena fiction continue to use the same themes as older 
works, there is an increasing focus on the lack of privacy, as social media and oversharing 
become an ever-increasing spectre in contemporary society. Many recent works of arena fiction 
deal more explicitly with media consumption and the power of spectacle to stage people as those 
in authority deem necessary. Furthermore, the advent of the internet has made the spotlight more 
accessible than ever before, a fact which doubtless contributes to the ongoing popularity of 
works which invite reflection on the power of the public visual gaze. Indeed, I will use the 
following examples of arena fiction to demonstrate that rather than glorify violence and mindless 
consumption, the conventions of the genre actually serve to explore how properly harnessing the 
visual gaze can help end violent oppression. 
The Conventions of Arena Fiction 
 In a recent interview, Collins said, ―In keeping with the classical roots, I send my 
tributes into an updated version of the Roman gladiator games‖ (Everett 1). Likewise, in keeping 
with classical roots, I reference Ancient Rome for most of the arena fiction conventions I have 
identified. The conventions of arena fiction can be broadly categorized into three groups: 
position, oppression, and resistance. The Emperor, Gladiator, and Mob, like the structure of the 
Roman arena, help orient the viewer and often present the Emperor as the villain and the 
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Gladiator as the hero. Most works also challenge their consumers by identifying them with the 
Mob. The Entertainment, Dangle, and Arena are the means by which power is reinforced, and 
the specific incarnations of these elements invite readers to reflect on the mechanisms of state 
control and oppression. The Bonding and Spectacle bring about a noticeable Shift in Power and 
these serve as the primary symbolic tools of resistance. Before showing how THG uses the 
conventions of arena fiction, it will be useful to briefly examine each element through a survey 
of similar works. 
The Emperor is the individual which represents the oppressive power regime. Generally, 
they are responsible for the arena, have the power to kill at their whim, and begin with almost 
complete control over the Mob. In Gladiator, this role is played by an actual emperor, 
Commodus; however, the Emperor can take many forms. In Battle Royale, for example, the 
Emperor figure is portrayed by the class‘ seventh grade teacher, Sakamochi. In the film Gamer, 
the role is filled by billionaire CEO Ken Castle. Once the convention is identified in a work of 
arena fiction, viewers may explore its particular implication. That the Emperor is a teacher in 
Battle Royale may suggest that the oppressive structures of Japanese society are handed down 
and reinforced through their strict education system. That the Emperor in Gamer is a CEO 
suggests that corporations have the power to manipulate the mind, and this is reinforced when 
Castle literally controls the minds of his agents. In every case, the portrayal of the Emperor 
establishes the entity against which the work of fiction rebels. 
The Mob refers to the spectators of the deadly competition. It usually comprises the 
privileged citizens of the society in the work of fiction. They hunger like bloodthirsty animals for 
the violence of the arena. The Running Man film effectively uses the Mob by showing people of 
all ages cheering on the violent game show. Seeing an old lady excitedly jumping up and down 
Comment [A1]: Must distinguish Mob 
as only the Capitol folk and not the 
districts. 
Comment [kg2]: Why? Treating all 
viewers as the mob flattens them, which is 
what the imposition of power is about; if 
you‘re arguing that individualization is the 
core means by which arena fiction prompts 
resistance then problematize the convention 
rather than just reaming off a simple 
description. 
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at the brutal scenes is jarring, but this scene is no doubt a deliberate warning about the growing 
popularity of reality TV among all demographics. As the ones primarily consuming the violent 
entertainment, the Mob is most analogous to the viewer or reader, and so the genre uses 
hyperbolic scenes of the Mob to instigate self-reflection on the viewer‘s own consumption. 
The Gladiators are the characters who fight in the deadly competition. Often times they 
are the underprivileged of society. They tend to be a varied group, some useful, some not, some 
bloodthirsty few even volunteering to enter the competition. In every case of arena fiction, the 
protagonist is a Gladiator. They are frequently portrayed as death row inmates to make the story 
slightly more believable for contemporary audiences. Another common depiction of the 
Gladiators presents them as professional athletes or actors who fight for money. The novel 
Heroes Die shows a world in which ―Actors‖ travel to a dangerous alternate dimension, risking 
their lives on spectacular adventures that audiences get to fully experience in complex simulation 
machines. The Actors perform for money and the singular opportunity to break through the rigid 
caste system of their world. In making the Gladiators actors, Heroes Die alludes to the 
astounding wealth and fame of star actors in the real world as well as the lustful consumption of 
their lives by audiences. Typically, the identity of the Gladiators is a reflection of who authors 
think has the most potential to incite change. 
This sharp distinction between these three character types makes most works of arena 
fiction into clear morality tales which encourage the audience to aspire to be the Gladiator and 
dislike the Emperor. Where real world parallels can be drawn, the representations of these 
characters inform the sentiments of viewers to reflect on challenging social injustices. That said, 
arena fiction always points to a specific type of injustice that is bound up in media and 
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consumption. These elements of the genre that identify the injustice are found in the 
representation of the Arena, the Entertainment, and the Dangle. 
The Arena is the space in which the deadly competition takes place. For example, in The 
Running Man film, the first arena resembles a hockey rink and the opponent is dressed up like a 
hockey goalie. This imagery seems to suggest that sports may be too violent. To further 
emphasize this point, after several deaths, the host is on the phone saying, ―It is a contact sport, 
okay? You want ratings. You want people in front of the television instead of picket lines? Well 
you‘re not gonna get that with re-runs of Gilligan‘s Island.‖ The physical appearance of the 
Arena is integral to the theme and message of The Running Man. Sometimes, the Arena is not a 
building; Battle Royale and The Condemned both use an island, a common setting for deadly 
competitions because of its natural oceanic boundaries and inherent isolation. In the case of both 
films, the island may represent the isolation faced by some students and most criminals. Every 
Arena reflects some wicked truth about its society, yet only the representations of the 
Entertainment and the Dangle further explore how the Arena functions to create ―docile bodies,‖ 
and so invite reflections on the role of consumption in power.  
The Entertainment refers to the convention that the deadly competition serves as a source 
of fun and distraction for the Mob: the ―circuses‖ of Juvenal‘s famous quotation. This element 
often serves as a meta-criticism of the work since part of the appeal of arena fiction is its 
violence. An explicit example of this meta-criticism appears in Heroes Die when the protagonist 
thinks,  
Every drop of the blood that soaks into this sand stains my hands and the hands of the 
monsters that put me here. That‘s you, again. It‘s your money that supports me, and 
everyone like me; it‘s your lust that we serve. You could thumb your emergency cutoff, 
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turn your eyes from the screen, walk out of the theater, close the book…But you don‘t. 
You are my accomplice, and my destroyer. My nemesis. My insatiable blood-crazed god. 
(Stover 518, italics mine)  
The notion of the ―blood-crazed‖ voyeur adds meaning by criticizing overly violent 
entertainment, which in the case of Heroes Die encompasses the book itself. In Gamer the 
deadly competition is a video game where the players control real humans. By using video 
games as the form of entertainment, the film draws attention to the desensitization of violence 
through gaming. The shape of the Entertainment usually serves as an allegorical criticism of a 
similar thing in the real world. In The Girl in the Arena, gladiator fights look like wrestling or 
boxing matches and so the novel draws attention to the blood-lust responsible for the appeal of 
violent sports like mixed martial arts.  
As for the Dangle, it is the proverbial carrot which entices the gladiators to kill each 
other. Like the carrot on a stick leading the donkey on, it is illusory or virtually unattainable. It 
often takes the form of freedom, whether from a death penalty or from crippling poverty and 
hunger. Whereas the bread and circuses distract the Mob, the Dangle distracts the oppressed 
from turning their wrath towards the Emperor as they fight amongst each other. In the novel Red 
Rising, mining factions compete for a gift of excess luxuries called ―the laurel.‖ Even when the 
protagonist‘s faction should have won, the prize goes to another group, and Darrow realizes that 
the laurel ―keeps us striving, but never conspiring. Yet despite the disappointment, some part of 
us doesn‘t blame the Society. We blame Gamma, who receive the gifts‖ (Brown 28). That the 
Dangle is a reward of extra resources for working the hardest alludes to the competitive nature of 
the capitalist workplace. The laurel is a great example of the Dangle, a seeming prize which 
keeps factions fighting each other instead of the system. The Dangle and the Entertainment show 
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how the Arena functions to maintain controllable Gladiators and a Mob too distracted to engage 
in meaningful political reform. The break from oppression and the tools of resistance are always 
explored through the use of the Bonding through Spectacle to attain a Shift in Power.  
Spectacle is the most important element of arena fiction because it is the means through 
which the Mob views the Gladiators. Spectacle is primarily responsible for the power dynamics 
within the genre. As mentioned above, the Arena reinforces hierarchy based on where people are 
positioned, whether on the sand or in the stands. That positioning turns the very arena into a 
spectacle itself. The Spectacle of the Gladiators killing each other serves both as the 
Entertainment for the Mob and also as a potential deterrent for those people from whom the 
Gladiators are drawn.  
In every example of arena fiction the power of Spectacle is explored. The Emperors 
usually emphasize and understand that their control relies on the effective manipulation of media 
and spectacle. In The Far Arena, a novel with several flashbacks to Ancient Rome, the 
protagonist acknowledges that ―[his] responsibility to Emperor and self was that what happened 
on the arena sand did not turn a crowd into a mob‖ (Sapir 58). Indeed, the notion that a restless 
or impressionable mob could threaten civil order is a constant theme in arena fiction. In Heroes 
Die, the protagonist‘s manager gets threatened by the Board of Governors, this novel‘s 
incarnation of the Emperor. They say,  
―It‘s been ten years since the Caste Riots, Administrator. Have you learned nothing? 
Have you forgotten how fragile our social fabric can be?‖…A charismatic Top Ten Actor 
named Kiel Burchardt had inadvertently triggered the Caste Riots while preaching on 
Overworld; he played a priest of Tyshalle Deathgod, and the gospel of radical liberty and 
personal responsibility he‘d preached to foment a peasant rebellion against the robber 
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barons of Jheled-Kaarn had become the rallying slogans of spontaneous riots in cities 
across Earth. Disaffected Laborers turned on the upper castes, the mid-castes, and 
eventually themselves…The Caste Riots remained a chilling reminder of the mesmeric 
influence Actors could exert over their audiences. (Stover 157, italics mine) 
The great flaw of the Arena is this: the gaze of the Mob grants the Gladiator a tremendous 
amount of influence and power. Should the Gladiator defy the Emperor, that act of visible 
resistance can influence the viewers to likewise defy the established authorities. Foucault says of 
public executions that a people ―could express its rejection of the punitive power and sometimes 
revolt‖ (59). He attributes the revolt to the influence of the one about to die: ―If the crowd 
gathered round the scaffold…it was also to hear an individual who had nothing more to lose 
curse the judges, the laws, the government and religion‖ (60). I call it the Spectacle, but the 
convention encompasses the gaze and the media, the gaze being where power is centralized and 
the media being the means to direct the gaze. The Spectacle is fundamental as the stage or 
catalyst for unified resistance, which is most readily achieved through public displays of unity. 
The Bonding refers to friendships forming between Gladiators within the Arena. The 
unity that comes from working together usually bestows an unexpected power to the Gladiators 
because the Emperor expects the Dangle to prevent the Bonding. An excellent example of this 
unexpected power can be found in Battle Royale, as the protagonists are able to trick their 
teacher by faking two of their deaths. The fake-out works only because the teacher ―interprets 
Shogo helping the injured Noriko as a magnificent bluff, believing that he alone knows Shogo‖ 
(Day 172). He expects the children to betray each other, but is ultimately defeated when they 
trick him by cooperating. In fact, the simplest way to fight the system is often for the Gladiators 
to refuse to kill each other. In Girl in the Arena, the climax is simply Lyn and Uber refusing to 
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kill each other and walking out of the stadium together. The epilogue reinforces the hope that 
violent games will eventually end, as the protagonist thinks, ―They ended it in Rome, and the 
war in Vietnam ground to a halt, and the Berlin Wall came down – that sort of thing‖ (Haines 
324). The Bonding is one of the most important weapons in the arsenal of the Gladiators when it 
comes to enacting a Shift in Power.  
The Shift in Power is the inevitable fall of the Emperor and rise of the Gladiator. 
Practically every work of arena fiction culminates in the Gladiator killing the Emperor. The Shift 
is usually signalled by the admiration of the Mob, who begins cheering for and even 
sympathizing with the Gladiators. The love of the Mob usually prevents the Emperor from 
outright killing the Gladiator, as in the film Gladiator, when Maximus reveals his true identity 
and intention to kill Commodus. He is saved by the Mob as they all chant, ―Live, live, live!‖ The 
Running Man film contains a particularly explicit Shift when one of the audience members tells 
the host she thinks the next kill is going to be awarded to the protagonist, Ben. Viewers are only 
supposed to bet on the Stalkers and not the Runners (who are only there to be killed), but the 
audience member persists and the following scene shows the betting pool taking bets for Ben. 
That is the exact moment when the audience begins to side with the Gladiator. The way the Shift 
in Power comes about shows how the author believes the oppressed can gain power. Since the 
power comes from the Mob in most cases, the common message of arena fiction is that public 
visual symbols are necessary for change.  
At this point, through a broad spectrum of examples explaining the main conventions, it 
should be clear that the genre of arena fiction is thematically about subverting the visual tools of 
oppression to gain support by humanizing the gladiators. In summary, the conventions are the 
following: the Emperor, the Mob, and the Gladiators, which offer representations of power 
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positions that encourage reflection on the morality of each role; the Arena, the Dangle, and the 
Entertainment, elements that reflect and explore the means by which power is maintained; and 
the Bonding, the Spectacle, and the Shift in Power, which explore how power is overthrown. The 
various works of arena fiction used as examples were Gladiator, Battle Royale, Gamer, The 
Running Man, The Condemned, Heroes Die, Red Rising, The Girl in the Arena, and The Far 
Arena. These represent just a few of the many works which use these conventions to explore 
resistance through public symbolic visuals. Armed with an understanding of arena fiction 
conventions and the knowledge of several popular works that fit the genre, let us now turn to The 
Hunger Games trilogy and explore how Suzanne Collins uses these conventions. 
Collins’ Use of Arena Fiction 
Collins uses dichotomy and the position conventions of arena fiction to effectively 
highlight similarities between two seemingly different Emperors and to highlight differences 
between the two factions of the Mob. One simple explanation for her positioning of children as 
Gladiators is to create relatable heroes for her intended teen audience. That said, she actually 
uses many elements in THG to reflect different ways that children compete, are oppressed, and 
can inspire change. Furthermore, she expands her Gladiators to all ages in the later books to 
show that the power dynamics at play are not confined to any particular age bracket. It is through 
her incarnations of each convention that Collins focuses her criticism of contemporary American 
culture.  
The Emperor in Collins‘ world is President Snow and, later, President Coin. The most 
striking feature of her Emperor is the title. President is associated with the leader of a free 
democracy, but in the case of Snow, there is no freedom or election. The use of the title President 
therefore seems satirical, since it presents a façade of freedom. Another title such as Despot, 
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Emperor, or King would better represent reality, but those titles overtly acknowledge that their 
subjects have limited freedom; ―President‖ does not yet carry that connotation. Tom Henthorne 
mentions this irony, writing, ―their ‗president‘ is, in fact, a dictator who attained power by 
murdering his rivals‖ (105). The masterstroke of the trilogy is that President Coin becomes a foil 
to President Snow and by the end of the series, readers realize that she would have been no better 
than he was. As Anthony Pavlik points out, ―Both Coin and Snow…wield essentially fascist 
control despite being opposed to each other‖ (35). By being one of the only works of arena 
fiction to use two conflicting Emperors, THG takes the blame off the individual and places it on 
human nature itself. After Katniss is freed for killing President Coin, her conversation with 
Plutarch points to the true problem: 
―Are you preparing for another war, Plutarch?‖ I ask.  
―Oh, not now. Now we‘re in that sweet period where everyone agrees that our 
recent horrors should never be repeated,‖ he says. ―But collective thinking is usually 
short-lived. We‘re fickle, stupid beings with poor memories and a great gift for self-
destruction. Although who knows? Maybe this will be it, Katniss.‖ (Mockingjay 379) 
The message of THG is clear and cynical: kill a person responsible for evil and another will take 
their place. One might even be able to fix the system for a short while, but eventually, the human 
gift for self-destruction will rise again.  
The Mob in THG is split between the Districts and the Capitol. The split instantly inspires 
readers to compare and contrast the two. The most obvious difference is in the socio-economic 
level. The people of the Districts are the working class poor who have severely limited resources. 
The citizens of the Capitol are the wealthy leisure folk who, even as a minority, control the 
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majority of the resources. While the differences are emphasized throughout the series, the 
starkest contrast takes place during the Victory Tour party in the Capitol, when Katniss reflects, 
All I can think of is the emaciated bodies of the children on our kitchen table as my 
mother prescribes what the parents can‘t give. More food. Now that we‘re rich, she‘ll 
send some home with them. But often in the old days, there was nothing to give and the 
child was past saving, anyways. And here in the Capitol they‘re vomiting for the pleasure 
of filling their bellies again and again. Not from some illness of body or mind, not from 
spoiled food. It‘s what everyone does at a party. Expected. Part of the fun. (Catching Fire 
80) 
As Max Despain writes, ―Panem society [is] teetering in an imbalance of power portrayed by an 
imbalance of food‖ (69). The harsh distinction between the Capitol and the Districts points to a 
growing disparity between the rich and the poor in the real world. Recent events such as the 
Occupy movement with its ―We are the 99 percent!‖ slogan come to mind.  
Another allusion to a contemporary socio-economic divide is evident in the labor minded 
education throughout the Districts. Katniss explains that ―Somehow it all comes back to coal at 
school. Besides basic reading and math most of our instruction is coal-related‖ (The Hunger 
Games 41-2). By teaching the children of District 12 mostly about coal, the Capitol ensures that 
the citizens of that district are limited to working at menial labor tasks indefinitely. Chad 
William Timm argues that ―education often acts as one of the most powerful hidden forces of 
social control, an invisible force field that locks in social inequality‖ (278).  He ends up drawing 
connections between the world of Panem and the United States through education systems which 
favor the middle class. The use of two separate Mobs in THG invites social criticism of disparity 
between the rich and the poor and of the tools in place to maintain that disparity. 
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The Gladiators in the trilogy are primarily children ages twelve to eighteen. By forcing 
the children of Panem to kill each other, the Capitol destroys the image of the innocence of 
children. Sarah Murphy writes that The Hunger Games ―link[s] childhood‘s innocence, 
especially a desire not to fight, with unexpected violent power‖ (202). In her essay comparing 
Battle Royale and The Hunger Games, Day writes about the use of children as Gladiators in the 
former saying, ―The implications of the Program are left to the public‘s imagination: if a 
schoolgirl could kill and survive this, then what could we, our friends, our children be capable 
of?‖ (171). By using children as Gladiators, the Capitol is able to crush naïve ideas of childhood 
innocence and present cruelty simply as human nature.  
 Another conflict raised by using child Tributes is that of the young verses the old. 
Murphy writes, ―Katniss wins games by maintaining sight of the adult game designers as the true 
enemy‖ (204), and goes on to argue that the adult world makes children commit violence against 
their will, even comparing Katniss to real world child soldiers in Africa. That is a very real 
problem that THG calls attention to, alongside several other points. Just as education is often a 
―hidden force of social control,‖ the authority of the pre-existing generation over future 
generations is often an unexamined power dynamic. One of the literal ways in which modern 
society pits children against each other is through the competitive nature of the public education 
system. When Katniss is scored by the Gamemakers before her competition, the Tribute rankings 
seem comparable to children getting graded in high school. By grading children, adults put them 
into a comparative and competitive mode with each other. The control that many parents 
exercise over their children‘s lives has given rise to the term ―helicopter parenting‖ (Fingerman 
880); these parents have their sons and daughters hopping from school to sport to music lessons 
by the hour, much like the clock arena in Catching Fire. Children have to be very regimented to 
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succeed in the hyper-competitive world they will enter. Obviously, as children get older, they 
continue to compete with each other for noticeably more important things, like scholarships and 
jobs. However, many young people today despise the corporate world that their parents and 
grandparents have prepared for them. They rebel against the nine-to-five job and the lifestyles 
their parents expect of them (Alsop 6). By positioning the Gladiators as children, Collins adds an 
undeniable element of generational oppression to THG. 
 That said, in Catching Fire, the Gladiators are drawn from the previous Victors, spanning 
all ages. This change was necessary to shift the focus from a generational conflict to a conflict 
with the existing political system. While Katniss first focuses on trying to combat the older, 
previous Victors, she eventually realizes that the older generation is not the enemy. In the film 
version of Catching Fire, Katniss is about to shoot Finnick, when he says to her, ―Remember 
who the real enemy is.‖ She then shoots the barrier around the arena instead, showing her 
realization that the Capitol is the true enemy. So, while the themes of the young verses the old 
are real and present in THG, the overall message is actually deeper and hones in on the 
oppressive system as the real adversary.  
Collins uses the oppression conventions of arena fiction to focus her story on the use of 
resource scarcity and frivolous consumption as the means of oppression. She uses the Arena 
itself as commentary on the scarcity of time which ties in neatly with the frivolous entertainment 
of those with too much free time. When contrasted with the frantic fight for basic resources made 
explicit through the various Dangles in her series, Collins invites further reflection on the 
limitations and privileges faced by differently positioned people and the ways in which these 
limitations and privileges function to maintain social injustices. 
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There are three different Arenas in the series, but the most interesting is the arena in 
Catching Fire, which turns out to be a clock. After realizing this, Katniss thinks, ―Each hour 
begins a new horror, a new Gamemaker weapon‖ (CF 326). By having the arena literally be a 
clock, the novel explicitly presents time as a tool of oppression. The disparity mentioned above 
comes to mind in terms of how free time represents class. The citizens of the Capitol have 
incredible amounts of free time to watch silly shows or fret about fashion (HG 65), while the 
denizens of the Districts generally work twelve hour shifts (CF 5). Poor people do not have free 
time. Their lack of free time literally prevents them from being able to rise in society, since they 
do not have the time or energy left after work to better themselves. Katniss expresses this idea 
when she wonders, ―How would I spend the hours I now commit to combing the woods for 
sustenance if it were so easy to come by? What do they do all day, these people in the Capitol?‖ 
(HG 65).  
Capitalism, it could be argued, is built on time. People give time in exchange for money, 
and then spend money on time-saving devices. Coffee enables people to work overtime when 
they might otherwise let fatigue get the better of them. The entire beauty industry is built on 
people trying to combat the effects of time on their appearance. The people of the Capitol also 
try to fight aging, as Katniss says upon first meeting Cinna, ―I had expected someone 
flamboyant, someone older trying desperately to look young‖ (HG 64). In Catching Fire, the 
Arena within which the Gladiators play emphasizes time as an opponent. Not only is 
contemporary society maintained by the dynamics of time, but time itself can be weaponized. 
The Gamemakers lose control of their clock arena and the rebels are able to use time against 
them. Katniss manipulates the scheduled lightning bolt in order to literally destroy the arena. 
Following the earlier metaphor that the walls of the Roman Colosseum represent the central 
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authority figure enclosing and controlling the outer districts, the destruction of the arena walls 
symbolizes the Districts destroying the central authority. The Capitol is inevitably brought down 
by time because, as Katniss says, ―you can feel something in the air, the rolling boil of a pot 
about to run over…and I know that there‘s nothing I could ever do to change this‖ (CF 71). 
Katniss just happens to be the catalyst for an inevitable revolution; if not then, it would have 
happened in five or ten years‘ time. The important theme that the trilogy is pointing to by using a 
clock arena is that all things pass, both the bad and the good. Of course, this theme also invokes 
reflection on how one spends their time and if they even have any free time to begin with. It is 
through the frivolous presentation of the Capitol Mob and their excessive consumption that 
Collins further emphasizes this theme.  
The Entertainment in the trilogy takes the form of violent spectacle, talk shows, fashion, 
and parties. The main sentiment towards Entertainment is demonstrated through Katniss‘ 
criticism of her prep team: ―After they‘ve exhausted the topic of the Quarter Quell, my prep team 
launches into a whole lot of stuff about their incomprehensibly silly lives. Who said what about 
someone I‘ve never heard of and what sort of shoes they just bought and a long story from 
Octavia about what a mistake it was to have everyone wear feathers to her birthday party‖ (CF 
37). Entertainment is shown primarily as a form of distraction, since ―the more time and energy 
the Capitol citizens focus on body modification and their social lives, the more self-focused they 
become and the less likely they are to notice or care about political injustices that don‘t directly 
affect them. The frivolity of the citizens is actually used by the Capitol to strengthen its power‖ 
(Van Dyke 251).  
Allegorically the Entertainment for the Capitol is much like reality TV in contemporary 
society. Mortimore-Smith shares this idea, writing, ―Instead of practicing democracy at the polls, 
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we exercise our ‗inalienable rights‘ by texting in votes for our favourite contestants on Dancing 
with the Stars and America’s Got Talent. In every way, our ‗hand‘ plays a part in sculpting the 
direction of the entertainment we view; our participation is crucial to the reception and the 
success of these shows‖ (161). She is right in saying that part of the blame for the success of 
certain shows is on the audience. The Hunger Games themselves fall under this category, and 
Katniss condemns the Capitol citizens for their role as the eager audience: ―waiting around for a 
new shipment of tributes to roll in and die for their entertainment…the whole rotten lot of them 
is despicable‖ (HG 65). Consequently THG serves as a criticism of viewers in contemporary 
society that are distracted by, and enable through their viewership, television shows which at best 
delight in humiliating contestants and at worst actually result in serious injuries. Through the 
dramatic contrast between the frivolous Entertainment of the Capitol and the deadly fight for the 
Dangle by the Tributes, Collins pivots this theme towards a reflection on socio-economic 
inequality. 
 The Dangle in THG is extra resources: children can increase their chances to be chosen as 
tribute in exchange for extra food (13), the Victor‘s receive a house and much wealth (19), and 
extra resources are given to the District of the winning Tribute (19). Again, the use of resources 
suggests an inequality in the distribution of wealth. The promise of wealth and stability drives 
the Tributes, and by extension the Districts, to competition. Gale tells Katniss that the tesserae 
are ―A way to plant hatred between the starving workers of the Seam and those who can 
generally count on supper and thereby ensure we will never trust one another‖ (14). The disunity 
resulting from these dangles functions to prevent the oppressed from organized rebellion. The 
many Dangles which exist outside of the arena have symbolic parallels which are exaggerated 
within the Games themselves. 
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For the Tributes in the Hunger Games there are three main Dangles: the possibility of 
survival, the Cornucopia of supplies, and the rewards given by sponsors. The impulse to avoid 
death demands that the Tributes behave according to the design of the Gamemakers. For Tributes 
like Katniss, who are the sole provider for their families, they are additionally motivated to 
survive by the material needs of their loved ones. Katniss must stay alive for the sake of her 
family, and her need to provide for them means that she must play along with the existing rules 
of resource distribution. Indeed, material needs serve to maintain subservience throughout the 
series. The Cornucopia is an extreme example of this principle, because it forces Tributes into an 
immediate kill or be killed situation for the sake of resources that may determine their survival. 
The rewards paid for by sponsors encourage Tributes to put on a good show. For example, 
Katniss quickly learns that fabricating a romance with Peeta gets her necessities. The 
withholding or providing of resources within the Games serves to illustrate how Dangles 
condition desired behaviours in the Tributes and, by extension, represents how the Capitol 
conditions the people of the Districts into docility through the control of resources.  
 The use of resources as the Dangle reflects many workplaces in contemporary society. 
Oftentimes, management will set up various sales target competitions for their employees. In 
certain commission jobs, the competition for making sales drives employees, who might 
otherwise be pleasant individuals, to be scathing and underhanded towards each other. Of course, 
the competition is never between management and the sales team; it is always between members 
of the sales team so that they focus their anger and jealousy at each other. Katniss recognizes 
how ridiculous competition among the Districts is when the citizens of the Capitol are simply 
throwing away food they do not want to eat, effectively proving that the Districts starve merely 
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because of inequality of distribution. Collins uses the oppression conventions of arena fiction to 
explore how resource distribution inequality functions to divide people and maintain subjugation. 
More importantly, however, she uses the resistance conventions of arena fiction to 
illustrate the role that the visual gaze and charismatic people from positions of privilege can play 
in fighting back against these oppressions. By connecting various powerful iconic scenes to very 
noticeable Shifts in Power, she presents the importance of humanizing the other. Particular to 
Collins‘ work is her exploration of how Katniss recognizes, gains, and learns to use power. As 
some of the scholars I examine have suggested, THG has a core theme of learning to use media 
effectively. Indeed, Collins uses the conventions of Bonding and Spectacle not only to explore 
the functions of resistance to power, but also to create a coming of age story about developing 
the tools for agency in an age of social media. In fact, all of the major power changes in the 
series revolve around high profile media events.  
 The Shift in Power neatly follows the three novels with the power moving from President 
Snow in The Hunger Games to Katniss Everdeen in Catching Fire to the rebellion in 
Mockingjay. The fact that the Shift happens through an individual, Katniss, hints at the power of 
the ―Cult of Personality.‖ Indeed, in contemporary society, everyone is so obsessed with 
consuming celebrities that once a celebrity picks up a cause, it is bound to receive recognition. 
That the power transitions away from Katniss reflects how causes championed by individuals 
will eventually gain a life of their own.  
 The question remains, which individual incidents shift the power? In two cases, the major 
Shift occurs because of a signal of unity. The first shift is explicitly stated: ―a shift has occurred 
since I stepped up to take Prim‘s place, and now it seems I have become someone precious‖ (HG 
24). The next indication of this Shift is when Katniss‘ friend Rue is killed and she surrounds the 
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body with flowers. Gretchen Koenig describes the pivotal moment, writing, ―[Katniss] realizes 
that the cameras will have to show the hovercraft picking up the girl‘s body. Only then, as she 
realizes the power of vision, does she visibly honor the slain child to mark the ‗injustice‘ of the 
Games‖ (43). Koenig explains why this act is so revolutionary: ―she intentionally turns the gaze 
away from the tributes as entertainment to pawns in a game of cruelty by the Capitol‖ (43). This 
is the beginning of societal change, because according to Koenig, ―Katniss‘ on-camera defiance 
shifts the balance of power because it shifts the arc of the cultural narrative‖ (44). Indeed, by the 
second novel, when the previous Victors are being shown off, ―the audience is an absolute 
wreck. People have been weeping and collapsing and even calling for change‖ (CF 251).  
Ultimately, the Gaze of the Mob grants Katniss her power. 
That she has gained power is proven in Catching Fire when Snow comes to visit her. 
After Snow tells Katniss that her stunt with the berries was seen as an act of defiance in some 
Districts, she blurts out, ―Why don‘t you just kill me now?‖ to which he replies, ―That would 
only add fuel to the flames‖ (CF 23). Snow is keenly aware that killing her might make her a 
martyr for the rebels. In contrast to Katniss, Gale is unknown and therefore Snow threatens, 
―Him I can easily kill off if we don‘t come to a happy resolution‖ (CF 24). The power Shift is 
further emphasized in that moment because President Snow personally visits her on her ground 
and explicitly says that they should agree ―not to lie to each other‖ (CF 19), showing Katniss a 
level of respect few others merit. All of these details serve to highlight that Katniss has gained a 
significant level of power, even if she does not fully recognize it yet.   
Another major Shift in Power occurs when Katniss destroys the arena force field. In the 
film adaptation, President Snow rushes into the control chamber after Katniss‘ arrow takes down 
the force field and one of the Gamemakers, referring to the electricity, says, ―Sir, we‘ve lost 
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power.‖ Of course, in that moment, President Snow loses a great deal of power, but Katniss also 
loses power. She blacks out and is lifted up into the Hovercraft with the rebel leaders. When they 
tell her their plan, she realizes, ―I was a piece, just as I was meant to be a piece in the Hunger 
Games‖ (CF 385). In that sentence, the reader also sees that all the power she seemed to gain for 
herself as she defied being used was merely an illusion. In the third novel, she struggles to once 
again break free of control and define herself on her own terms, only this time her struggle is 
against the rebellion. This trajectory marks Collins‘ exploration of how Katniss actually loses her 
personal freedom as she becomes a symbol of freedom for all. While she does not necessarily 
understand all the layered meanings of her symbolic acts throughout the trilogy, Katniss 
succeeds because she is trained from early on to bond with those around her.  
The Bonding in the trilogy is done by the Tributes, and consequently the Districts. Much 
of the Bonding requires Katniss to overcome her initial prejudices and suspicions against those 
around her. The first person she has to connect with is the other Tribute from her own district, 
Peeta. Once she gets over her initial suspicions, she realizes that their love for each other keeps 
them alive. The importance of that love is emphasized quite literally when she realizes that she 
has to exaggerate their romance in order to receive sponsorship gifts. She also bonds with 
Tributes from the other districts, namely Rue. As explained earlier, her act of reverence for Rue‘s 
body is the key moment of bonding when the Districts begin connecting with each other. The 
Arena as a microcosm of society means that as the Tributes bond, allegorically, so do the 
Districts. Consequently, the most important moment of Bonding in the entire trilogy is the 
following scene: 
Up and down the row, the victors begin to join hands. Some right away, like the 
morphllings, or Wiress and Beetee. Others unsure but caught up in the demands of those 
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around them, like Brutus and Enobaria. By the time the anthem plays its final strains, all 
twenty-four of us stand in one unbroken line in what must be the first public show of 
unity among the districts since the Dark Days. (CF 258) 
The visual unity of the tributes at once inspires and mirrors the rebellions taking place in the 
Districts. People are ―unsure but caught up‖ in the rebellion. As the anthem, which represents the 
Capitol, dies out, only the Victors, representatives of the Districts, remain. Their title of ‗Victor‘ 
neatly foreshadows that the rebels will win the war. The reason the rebels win is because of the 
inspiring public show of unity which starts with the Tributes. 
 Finally, Spectacle in the trilogy takes center stage. As I have emphasized repeatedly, 
Katniss gets all of her power from being at the center of Spectacle and media attention. She wins 
favor by performing her romance with Peeta, gains sympathy with her show of reverence for 
Rue, inspires a rebellion because of her public defiance, and then fans the flames by taking on 
the mantle of a public symbol as the Mockingjay. THG showcases many forms of media, 
including the Games themselves as reality TV, interviews with Caesar Flickerman, actual news 
reports, and expertly designed propaganda. By using these forms of Spectacle, Collins invites 
readers to think critically about the pros and cons of what they watch and the various forms of 
power at play therein.  
It is only in Mockingjay that Katniss finally starts to realize the power she has as a 
celebrity icon. Even then, her sister has to point it out, saying, ―Katniss, I don‘t think you 
understand how important you are to the cause. Important people usually get what they want. If 
you want to keep Peeta safe from the rebels, you can‖ (MJ 34). Katniss follows this by thinking, 
―I guess I‘m important‖ (MJ 34). She then proceeds to give President Coin, the leader of the 
rebel forces, a list of her demands before agreeing to become the face of the rebellion. Katniss 
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can see Coin ―tallying the cost of [her] ultimatum, weighing it against [her] possible worth‖ (MJ 
41). For the first time, Katniss actively employs her star power and ends up successful. Koenig 
acknowledges this power when she writes, ―The authority she holds is the influence of visible 
identity‖ (46). It is worth noting that even when Katniss did not comprehend the utility of having 
the spotlight, it helped her nonetheless.  
 Once she becomes the Mockingjay for the rebellion, Katniss gets caught up in a media 
war against Peeta. The Capitol is trying to combat the rebel propaganda with the man who is 
supposed to be her lover. The most interesting aspect of Peeta as the representative for the 
Capitol‘s propaganda is the shift away from President Snow appearing himself. Gale accurately 
assesses the situation when he says, ―The ceasefire‘s clearly President Snow‘s idea. But it seems 
so reasonable coming out of Peeta‘s mouth‖ (MJ 29). Peeta sounds much more reasonable 
because of his position as a Victor. He is from the Districts and so District dwellers can better 
sympathize with one of their own, but he is also loved by the viewers from the Capitol. 
Meanwhile, President Snow‘s popularity on all sides is plummeting. This change in power is 
why giving people from the Districts the spotlight is a danger to Snow‘s rule. However, the 
Capitol learns this lesson too late even as Peeta gives away the impending attack on District 13 
in time for everyone to get to safety (MJ 133). Without Spectacle, all the acts of unity would 
have been in vain, and so a key take away is that viewers must decide where they direct their 
attention so that they might cause positive change.  
In conclusion, Collins skillfully navigates the conventions of the arena fiction genre to 
draw the reader into a deeper analysis of media, power dynamics, and even human nature. 
Throughout a close reading of the trilogy, it becomes evident that arena fiction has incredible 
value as allegory. If indeed, as Pavlik says, ―the trilogy is not so much an allegorical warning 
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about the future as it is a portrayal of the nature of current times‖ (36), then the message of THG 
is clear and relevant. Collins‘ draws attention to the spectacles that contemporary government 
and media present to young readers. More importantly, she draws attention to members of 
minorities in society, anyone not in power, and makes the case that they must maintain a line of 
sight to each other, and in so doing, recognize their shared humanity. I have no doubt that one of 
the primary reasons THG gained such popularity among young readers is because it tells a 
coming of age story that is heavily bound up in the themes and tensions of the function of power 
through spectacle.  
While some scholars argue that THG is a political story of the left or the right, I make the 
case that it is a non-partisan tool for exploring visual resistance to power. Arena fiction is, at its 
core, about the overthrow of an established system. Since winning over the audience is such an 
integral part of any arena-related rebellion, arena fiction inevitably maps a strategy for social 
reform. Because democratic politics also revolve around shifting public opinions, works of arena 
fiction can inevitably be presented as political works arguing for one change or another. While it 
is beyond the scope of this thesis to suggest that arena fiction provokes literal action, it is 
certainly my argument that by using the framework provided by arena fiction, Collins 
familiarizes readers with a symbolic vocabulary of resistance needed to elicit change.  
THG is particularly interesting as a work of arena fiction to North Americans because 
Collins places the genre over the historical social reforms of the United States. The iconography 
and the means of subversion which take center stage in her novels could have been pulled out of 
a history textbook. An exploration of the history of social reform in Chapter Two will 
demonstrate the many ways in which her story is linked to real history and real social reform. To 
answer the scholars who dismiss THG as an example of ―an adolescent vision of toppling an 
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‗evil‘ authority figure‖ (Bloom), I will show in Chapter two that Collins maps THG narrative 
over historical reforms to contribute to a heightened literacy of visual resistance and focus on the 
visual impact of vulnerable children.  
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CHAPTER 2: The Hunger Games and Historical Social Reforms 
Suzanne Collins uses arena fiction to frame THG as a narrative of resistance primarily 
focused on subverting the arena. She does this by showing the humanity of the victims and using 
the power of visuals to unite, inspire, and ultimately reform society. In particular, Collins 
explores the interaction of public spectacle and visual representation—by which ideas of 
vulnerability and injustice are conveyed—for the purpose of changing public opinion. All works 
of arena fiction have a basis in history, as I showed in my brief exploration of the historical roots 
of the genre. THG, however, is mapped over three very specific social reforms which all use 
individual people as the visual symbols of resistance. These reforms are the abolition of the slave 
trade, the anti-child labor movement, and the Civil Rights Movement. 
A common factor in each of the following social reforms is that they feature children in 
the imagery or discourse. One explanation for the prevalence of children around issues of social 
reform can be found in C.S. Lewis‘ Abolition of Man, wherein he states, ―all long-term exercises 
of power, especially in breeding must mean the power of earlier generations over later 
ones…each generation exercises power over its successors; and each, in so far as it modifies the 
environment bequeathed to it and rebels against tradition, resists and limits the power of its 
predecessors‖ (29). His observation is relevant because children in particular represent future 
generations and their exploitation is the explicit exercise of power by the current generation to 
dictate the future. Martin Luther King, Jr. likewise sets the goal for the Civil Rights Movement 
as a better future for his children, stating, ―I have a dream that my four little children will one 
day live in a nation where they will not be judged by the color of their skin, but by the content of 
their character‖ (Logistikhd). The state of the child in the present represents the consequences of 
the choices made by the adults before them and provides a prognosis for the future. The image of 
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a hurt or dead child is particularly motivating because it represents a failure to make the future 
better and serves as a rallying cry to overthrow those predecessors who bequeathed a world in 
which an innocent child can be so harmed.  
Katniss was born into a world where the decision of previous generations to establish the 
Hunger Games consumes her and her peers. This grim reality results in her fear that her own 
children would inherit the same world. One of the first things readers learn about Katniss is that 
she never wants to have kids (HG 9). However, readers learn in the epilogue that Katniss agreed 
to have children with Peeta after fifteen years, which suggests that she was eventually convinced 
that her children would inherit a better world. She explains that she will eventually tell her 
children about a game she plays where she lists the good things she has seen others do. This 
game gets directly contrasted with the game that she inherited (the Hunger Games) in the final 
line of the trilogy: ―But there are much worse games to play‖ (MJ 390). By emphasizing this 
contrast, Collins suggests that Katniss‘ exercise of power had worth and value because she made 
the world better for her children. The social reform movement in THG was a success and readers 
learn to measure that success through the impact on the lives of the next generation.  
The historical reform movements examined herein are particularly well suited to Collins‘ 
exploration of visual resistance in THG because of the intersection between their use of imagery 
and the conventions of arena fiction. By this I mean that the conventions are about showing the 
humanity of the victims through their vulnerability and compassion, and each of these social 
reforms shaped the contemporary American understanding of visual resistance, with particular 
emphasis on the vulnerable bodies of children. By using historical imagery for a popular genre, 
she is able to create visual representations which resonate with an older audience and reimagine 
the same symbolic vocabulary for a new generation. Furthermore, her use of these particular 
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historical movements brings more focus to the role of children in resistance than the genre 
conventions of arena fiction alone would have. The abolitionists pioneered the use of visuals and 
faced the unique challenge of humanizing a group of people that the majority of English citizens 
never encountered. With Panem structured so that the Capitol Citizens consume resources 
generated by the ―uncivilized‖ District dwellers while ignorant of their suffering, a parallel to the 
slave trade and the relationship of England to the Caribbean colonies is readily apparent. The 
child labor and Civil Rights Movements are particularly important to THG because they 
encompass America‘s longstanding tensions around the exploitation and unfair treatment of 
children in relation to the same socio-economic divide which is at the heart of the 
Capitol/District dichotomy.   
The following is an examination of the abolition of the slave trade, the push to end child 
labor in the US, and the American Civil Rights Movement. The abolitionists marked the first 
social reform movement to heavily rely on the spread of images and the humanization of victims. 
The anti-child labor movement is of particular interest because it was won over time by the 
photograph and the inherent sympathy evoked by images of children suffering. The Civil Rights 
Movement provides a wealth of interviews with MLK and other important figures which again 
emphasize the importance of the visual gaze in bringing about change. Furthermore, many of the 
visual acts of resistance in THG are specifically drawn from Civil Rights Movement era events. 
Each of the following sections focuses on ways these movements have subverted their arenas and 
draws on comparisons to THG trilogy to illustrate the context that Collins is writing from and the 
social reform literacy which her work provides to younger readers who are perhaps not yet 
familiar with some aspects of America‘s history of visible resistance.  
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The Slave Trade 
The first major social reform movement is the abolition of the slave trade in the British 
Empire. While not American, the later reform movements owe much to the abolitionists. While 
this is a vastly complex topic, there are a handful of main points relevant to the discourse of this 
essay. My main source for the information comes from Adam Hochshild‘s Bury the Chains, 
which is a readable and rounded account of British antislavery. The film Amazing Grace also 
suffices as a brief overview since it captures the major events of abolition. The main reason any 
examination of historical social reforms would be incomplete without at least a cursory mention 
of the abolitionists is because they ―forged virtually every important tool used by citizens‘ 
movements in democratic countries today‖ (Hochshild 6). 
 As in THG, British abolitionists were rebels going up against an opposing status quo that 
was so heavily entrenched in society that if you insisted slavery was wrong, people would have 
―laughed you off as a crackpot‖ (7). While the abolitionists lacked the propaganda power of film 
and photo, they managed to use the means at their disposal—buttons, fliers, posters, pamphlets, 
pubic speeches, and debates—so that ―the issue of slavery had moved to center stage in British 
Political Life‖ (7). Collins uses THG’s historical intersections with abolition to give readers a 
symbolic vocabulary for how a rebellion against an entrenched injustice can build unity across 
barriers through images and representations of freedom while gaining influence through the 
public support of figures already in the spotlight. 
 The Mockingjay pin, a symbol of resistance popularized by Katniss, has historical 
precedent in the abolitionist movement. Just as the rebels employed Cinna—Katniss‘ fashion 
designer—the abolitionists recruited a famous pottery designer and manufacturer, Josiah 
Wedgwood, who is described as having ―a flair for publicity and marketing‖ (128). He had one 
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of his craftsmen design a seal for stamping wax that ended up becoming an icon of the anti-
slavery movement. ―It showed a kneeling African in chains, lifting his hands beseechingly, 
encircled by the words ‗Am I not a Man and a Brother?‘‖ (128). The image took off and, much 
like the Mockingjay pin, it became a way to identify other abolitionists. Women often wore it on 
bracelets or on hair pins allowing them to ―show their antislavery feelings at a time when the law 
barred them from voting, and tradition from participating in political groups‖ (129). This practice 
highlights the historical importance of finding subtle ways to form unity among social reformers 
and so subvert authority where possible.  
 The Wedgewood image was also powerful because it showed the victimized black slave 
as a man and brother, effectively humanizing the ―savage‖ other. The other most powerful image 
to come out of the abolitionist movement is a diagram of the slave ship Brookes which showed 
the tight packed conditions black slaves were forced to endure on their voyage. ―In an era before 
photography, the Brookes diagram ‗seemed to make an instantaneous impression of horror upon 
all who saw it‘‖ (156), and it also set the precedent of using iconic images for every social 
reform movement to come. Much like the iconic image of Rue encircled with flowers, this 
simple diagram was effective because ―it was unanswerable. What could the slave interests do, 
make a poster of happy slaves celebrating on shipboard?‖ (156). These images were easily 
spread and, in a fascinating example of interconnectedness, resulted in uniting distant peoples in 
a common struggle for freedom. 
 Although entirely peaceful themselves, the abolitionists in England partly inspired a 
violent slave uprising in the Caribbean, and while seemingly tangential to the abolition of the 
slave trade, the Haitian Revolution gave birth to a Mockingjay figure in Toussaint L‘Overture. 
The Haitian Revolution also parallels the conventions of arena fiction and some even view it as 
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the ―greatest slave revolt in history since Spartacus, the gladiator and original revolutionary, 
escaped to march on Rome‖ (Vulliamy). While this particular period in history was marked by 
numerous rebellions and the French Revolution played a far greater role in inspiring Caribbean 
slaves to rise up, proof exists that some slaves were inspired by the abolitionists. Hochschild 
writes that ―indeed, copies of Josiah Wedgwood‘s medallion, with the inscription ‗ne suis-je pas 
ton frère?‘ had appeared in St. Domingue [The French colonial name for the country today 
named Haiti], along with news of the British parliamentary debates‖ (259). There were even 
reports that groups of black men formed pacts and drank to the health of ―King Wilberforce‖ 
(265) and that on one occasion, ―before being dispersed, some three thousand Jamaican blacks 
gathered peacefully to mark [Wilberforce‘s] birthday‖ (265). 
 Indeed, the impact that ideas about revolution might have had on black slaves was 
evident to the whites on St. Domingue. As one ―resident put it…to discuss the Rights of Man 
before [slaves]…what is it but to teach them that power dwells with strength and strength with 
numbers!‖ (259). This same fear extended even further to visuals celebrating freedom, and in one 
incident, a French General departing to quell the slave uprising in St. Domingue was examining 
his battalion only to discover that ―the unit‘s banner emblazoned ‗Live Free or Die,‘...and the 
soldiers were planning to plant a ‗tree of liberty‘ on their arrival‖ (259). Recognizing the 
potential effect these visuals may have had on the very slaves they were going to subdue, ―he 
saw to it that a new motto was sewn onto the banner, ‗the Nation, the Law, the King,‘ and that 
the battalion would plant a ‗tree of Peace‘‖ (259). Despite such efforts, the rebels quickly found a 
powerful visual in their iconic Mockingjay, Toussaint. 
 Like Katniss Everdeen, Toussaint rose to prominence from seemingly nowhere as a  
―former coachman of the Breda plantation‖ (266). He also began to use a symbolic name: ―the 
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opening. This may have come from the way his troops forced a breach when they attacked, or 
from his desire for opportunity open to all‖ (266). Indeed, he first stated the central idea of 
MLK‘s now famous speech nearly two hundred years earlier when he wrote, ―whatever their 
color…only one distinction must exist between men, that of good and evil‖ (290). Not only did 
he begin to symbolize freedom, but he also ended up dressing ―like an emperor, which was what 
he clearly wanted to be, and is perhaps what his subjects, so many with memories of African 
monarchies, expected of him‖ (290). The powerful visual of Toussaint as a black Napoleon, 
mixed with his success in battle, evoked a new respect for blacks across Europe. As a result, the 
London Gazette described him as ―a negro born to vindicate the claims of this species and to 
show that the character of men is independent of exterior color‖ (279). Near the end of his life, 
an article in the Annual Register ―chose him as its man of the year‖ (294). Toussaint was a 
product of the political landscape of his time, which owed much to the abolitionists, and his 
international renown doubtless helped shift public opinion in the favor of abolition.  
While the details of the individual uprisings in the Districts are vague in THG, they 
clearly draw inspiration from other acts of rebellion, much like how the Caribbean revolts were 
inspired by events across the ocean. Hochschild further suggests that, ―the Haitian Revolution 
altered the idea of what was possible…for the first time, whites saw a slave revolt so massive 
they could not suppress it, and for the first time blacks saw that it was possible to fight for their 
freedom and win‖ (296). Indeed, the spread of ideas through powerful visuals and the resulting 
shared vocabulary of resistance demonstrates why the principle of unity is so central to social 
reform. As I will show in Chapter 3, finding unity across divisions is a central element of the 
subversion in THG.   
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As Toussaint served as a visual symbol of resistance against slavery, so too did the public 
spectacle of well-known people declaring their support for the cause of abolition, especially if 
those people had personal experience with slavery. The primary example of a public figure 
supporting abolition is William Wilberforce, the noble politician who was good friends with 
Prime Minister William Pitt the Younger and who was deliberately recruited by Thomas 
Clarkson and the abolitionists to champion their cause in Parliament. Hochschild emphasizes the 
importance of Wilberforce‘s position by writing, ―Clarkson, the agitator, needed Wilberforce, the 
insider‖ (125). Another huge boon for the abolitionists came in the form of John Newton, the 
famous pastor who wrote the hymn ―Amazing Grace‖ and who had himself been a slave trader 
for decades. He wrote a pamphlet detailing the horrors in which he had regretfully partaken. 
Again emphasizing the impact of an insider, Hochschild writes, ―Having a prominent Anglican 
clergyman like Newton on record was a coup for the [abolitionists]‖ (131). Another particularly 
interesting example of a person publicly switching sides is best illustrated in the film Amazing 
Grace when MP Charles Fox crosses the House to sit with the abolitionists in a grand spectacle 
accompanied by gasps and guffaws. At a time when nearly all of the MPs had financial interests 
in the slave trade and the only voices in parliament calling for abolition were that of the youngest 
prime minister in history, William Pitt the Younger, and his fellow MP and classmate William 
Wilberforce, the public declaration of support from an established and respected politician like 
Fox marked abolition as a serious cause. Because visual resistance is so powerful, the most 
effective means of gaining the spotlight can often be winning the support of public figures.  
 The rebellion in THG parallels the use of public figures and insiders which so marked the 
abolition of the slave trade. The rebels are largely successful because Capitol insiders like Cinna 
and Plutarch use their positions to offer aid. Because Plutarch Heavensbee was a Head 
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Gamemaker from President Snow‘s inner circle, he doubtless plays a large role in the rebellion‘s 
success. Just like John Newton the ex-slaver, Plutarch the ex-Gamemaker used his insider 
knowledge to aid the rebellion. Furthermore, as I demonstrate in Chapter 3, evidence shows that 
the Tributes (primarily Katniss and Peeta) are deliberately chosen and groomed to publicly 
represent the rebel cause because they have already been thrust into the spotlight.  
 Ultimately, the abolitionists forged unity, used impactful images, and demonstrated the 
humanity of the victimized until they successfully abolished the slave trade and later brought an 
end to slavery. In his conclusion, Hochschild states that, ―to the British abolitionists, the 
challenge of ending slavery in a world that considered it fully normal was as daunting as it seems 
today when we consider challenging the entrenched wrongs of our own age‖ (365). Indeed, his 
message of hope parallels the ending of THG. While THG portrays a fictional injustice, it has so 
much in common with the historical abolitionist movement (and its interaction with the Haitian 
Revolution) that it inevitably conveys many of the principles of effective reform and thus builds 
towards a literacy of visual resistance in its readers. For example, the usefulness of a token like 
the Wedgewood symbol will be immediately clear to THG fans because they already understand 
the Mockingjay pin‘s unifying role in the rebellion. 
Child Labor in the United States 
 A social reform movement that is particularly interesting for exploring the visual power 
of victimized children on display in THG is the fight against child labor in the United States by 
the National Child Labor Committee (NCLC) in the early 20th century. This movement is 
relevant because it solved child labor primarily by making the vulnerability of children visible. 
Insofar as THG mirrors this historical movement, it establishes the principle that the body of a 
child can become a symbolic indicator of the morality of a  society. Furthermore, THG builds on 
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this vocabulary of resistance which uses the child‘s body to evoke a change in law. This reform 
also marked the effective use of the camera to direct the gaze of the audience at an injustice.  
If the anti-slavery movement was the father of social reform, then the child labor 
movement saw the rise of Lewis Hine, ―the father of social documentary photography‖ 
(Sampsell-Willmann 388). The NCLC was formed in 1904 to combat the prevalence of children 
being exploited as workers, especially in mines and factories across America. The members of 
the organization quickly realized that to make an impact on the status-quo, they would need to 
use effective images. They hired Hine, a talented photographer, to visit factories and mines and 
take photographs of children in terrible working conditions. ―He faced a tough crowd; the 
wealthy industrialist, so fond of apocryphal rags-to-riches stories, would probably have patted [a 
working child] on the head, praised her industry, and sent her back into the fields to keep trying‖ 
(402), but as the reader will surmise, Hine was successful. Before discussing Hine‘s work in 
more detail, however, some background on child labor is necessary.  
 Around one-in-five children under the age of 16 were working in the United States 
around the turn of the century (Schuman, ―Part 1‖). While a detailed exploration on the issue of 
child labor is too complex for the scope of this paper, some of its surrounding circumstances are 
relevant to a comparison with THG. Industrialization allowed for production through simple 
repetitive tasks, and so machines were simple enough that children could operate them. In a time 
when working class men were beginning to strike and unionize against unfair labor practices, 
child workers were seen as far less likely to organize and so potentially less risky. Perhaps the 
biggest reason employers preferred child labor for simple tasks was that they could be paid far 
less.  
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Many arguments for child labor revolved around the idea that the idle child was a great 
societal peril and that putting children to work young gave them practical skills. In reality, 
because many of the jobs children helped with were simple, repetitive tasks, those who worked 
rarely developed useful job skills and actually sacrificed their educations in the process.  As a 
result, many of the political discussions surrounding child labor focused on the short term 
benefits of a cheap, otherwise idle, workforce, compared with the long term benefits of better 
educated Americans. Of course, the threat of the idle child was only ever used to refer to the 
children of poor people, while wealthier Americans spoke of working so that they could send 
their children to school and maybe even give them money to start off their lives. This economic 
divide marked child labor as the obvious exploitation of children for economic benefit in the 
eyes of many reformers. 
 Indeed reformers created a stark contrast in the minds of the American public between 
vulnerable children and lazy parents who would live off the fruits of child labor. One New York 
Observer article mentioned that negligent mothers were able to afford better makeup by sending 
their children into the workforce (Schmidt 56). Another particularly upsetting story involved a 
father, who upon learning his young daughter had died in a work place accident, lamented that he 
would have to work himself (Schuman, ―Part 2‖). By widely spreading such stories, they created 
an overtly negative image of those in favor of child labor. The evil of the negligent parent was 
further exacerbated by the very real images of children with bodies broken in workplace 
accidents. In THG, the very idea of the Tesserae (food given in exchange for entering one‘s name 
into the draw as Tribute) is one that, devoid of actual labor, mirrors the historical idea of children 
endangering their lives to help their families eat. While many Americans used to support the idea 
of entering the workforce at a young age, the common contemporary disgust at the idea of young 
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children financially supporting their families is largely the product of  NCLC efforts to connect 
the picture of a working child with a lazy parent.  
 So how did popular belief on the issue of child labor change? Simply put, change was 
achieved through the heightened awareness of the victimization of children from high profile 
cases and the spreading of stories through word of mouth, newspaper, and photography. 
According to historic NCLC documents, ―Reformers recounted numerous horrifying stories that 
showcased the impact of labor on small children. When children under age 16 worked in the 
mines, one study found that they were three times more likely to die than were adults‖ 
(Schuman, ―Part 2‖). In addition to studies and stories, there were certain high profile cases, and 
the NCLC also actively hired photographers to collect photo evidence that could be shared in 
newspapers across the country. 
One example of a high profile public case is the story of Camella Teoli from Lawrence, 
Massachusetts. She was a young girl who, because of a labor strike at a mill that resulted in 
police attacking a group of children, had the chance to speak before Congress and the President‘s 
wife in 1912. Camella was a thirteen year old girl attending school when a recruiter had come to 
her home and convinced her father to falsify her age so that she could go to work at a textile mill. 
Only two weeks later, her hair was entangled in a machine and part of her scalp was torn off. She 
spent over half a year in the hospital as a result. Because of the horrifying accident and 
heightened spotlight from the First Lady‘s presence, her testimony drew public attention to the 
very real problem of negligent parents and dangerous work conditions for children (Schuman, 
―Part 2‖). Her maimed body became a visual representation of the callous exploitation of poor 
children taking place across America. 
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 Outside of such high profile situations the NCLC had to make their own publicity, and 
for this they used several photographers, the most famous of which is now Lewis Hine. In fact, 
almost every photo of American child labor available today was taken by Hine, and his large 
collection is now in the library of congress (Library of Congress). His photos were meant to 
emphasize the vulnerability of the children by capturing their childish faces in bright lighting and 
often leaving enough background to provide a sense of how small the children were. He also 
captioned his photos with information about the children, including their age, any hazardous 
work they had, the time the photo was taken (especially if the children were working a night 
shift), and sometimes even detailed conversations he had with them. Hine‘s most impactful 
images, however, are of young boys with coal covered faces and children with mangled fingers, 
broken arms, or even amputated limbs which were the result of workplace injuries. His images 
spread far and wide, as ―displays were set up featuring Hine‘s work, so that people walking past 
could come face to face with the true cost of industrial America‘s cheap goods: the blood of 
American children‖ (Van Maren 29). By capturing images of children in the workplace and 
presenting those photos with a particular focus by framing the pictures a certain way and 
carefully selecting the captions, Hine turned ordinary photos into visual tools of social reform. 
 Hine described the power of the camera in social work in a 1909 speech as follows: 
―Take the photograph of a tiny spinner [young girl] in a Carolina cotton-mill… With a picture 
thus sympathetically interpreted, what a lever we have for the social uplift…the picture is a 
symbol that brings one immediately into close touch with reality‖ (Hine).  He then referenced 
Victor Hugo, saying, ―the great social peril is darkness and ignorance…the dictum, then, of the 
social worker is ‗Let there be light;‘ and in this campaign for light we have for our advance agent 
the light writer - the photo-graph‖ (Hine). As Hine recognizes and arena fiction reaffirms, visual 
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representations of societal injustice are an incredible tool for social reform. By mapping THG 
over historical social reform movements, Collins reinforces the idea that any tool of oppression 
which puts injustice on display cannot long succeed if the humanity of the victims is recognized. 
 The Washington Post reported the closure of the NCLC in 2017, stating, ―In a rare 
instance in which an organization dedicated to a social ill had worked itself out of a job, the 
NCLC board decided to ‗declare victory and just move out‘‖ (Contrera). The same article shows 
many of the famous photos taken by Hine which helped end child labor. The images show dirty 
and tired children in obviously bad conditions, and some of the photos even feature children with 
limbs missing from work related accidents that are described in the captions. The author of the 
article reflects that ―today, the use of photography as a tool to expose wrongdoing is hardly 
revolutionary. But in Hine‘s time, when newspapers were just beginning to incorporate photos 
into their daily product, it was nearly unheard of‖ (Contrera). This historical shift is important 
because the photograph allows the spotlight, which was once only found in the arena, to move 
freely. It is the necessary beginning for the viral images of victims so often shared on social 
media platforms in contemporary times.  
 In contrast to the arena, however, child labor was kept behind closed doors, and child-
labor advocates fought to keep the victims invisible to the public. This fact is evident from 
stories that Hine ―searched where he was not welcome, snapped scenes that were meant to be 
hidden from the public‖ (Freedman 5). From the onset of photography, opponents of reform 
fought to prevent the taking of photographs because, as historian of child labor Hugh Hindman is 
cited saying, ―when Hine comes along and supplements the investigations with pictures, it 
creates a set of facts that can‘t be denied anymore‖ (Contrera). In THG, by virtue of the arena, 
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the images of injustice are already in the spotlight and as a consequence the rebels need only 
change how those images are perceived.  
There are clearly many parallels to be drawn from the anti-child labor movement in the 
United States to THG; chief among them is the history of children risking their lives and the use 
of powerful humanizing visual depictions of those same children. When the mangled bodies of 
children are displayed, their vulnerability and pain become a visual symbol of injustice, and 
readers of THG will be very literate in this particular language of resistance. 
The Civil Rights Movement 
 The importance of images really came to the forefront during the American Civil Rights 
Movement, whose preeminent figure constantly stressed the power of the visual in resistance. 
According to a recent New York Times article, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.,  understood and 
―relied on the power of photographs to persuade and motivate‖ (Berger). In that same article, 
MLK is cited as writing to a friend that ―The world seldom believes the horror stories of history 
until they are documented via the mass media‖ (Berger).  
In his now famous ―Letter From a Birmingham Jail,‖ MLK writes a long response to 
other clergymen who criticized his public protests for causing tension. He rebukes his critics by 
pointing out that visual resistance merely brings hidden tension to light. The passage reads,  
Actually, we who engage in nonviolent direct action are not the creators of tension. We 
merely bring to the surface the hidden tension that is already alive. We bring it out in the 
open, where it can be seen and dealt with. Like a boil that can never be cured so long as it 
is covered up but must be opened with all its ugliness to the natural medicines of air and 
light, injustice must be exposed, with all the tension its exposure creates, to the light of 
human conscience and the air of national opinion before it can be cured. (Ali-Dinar) 
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These words highlight the inherent difficulty in any social reform, that once oppressions are 
brought to the surface and made visible, they will inevitably appear to cause tension or even 
violence. MLK was very disliked in his time, and he often had to work tirelessly to convince 
other activists or moderates to support his cause. 
One particular figure that disagreed with MLK was Malcolm X, who gained notoriety for 
publicly advocating for the use of violence in furthering the rights of black Americans. MLK was 
asked to share his thoughts on Malcolm X, and he said, ―I feel that Malcolm has done himself 
and our people a great disservice. Fiery, demagogic oratory in the black ghettos, urging Negroes 
to arm themselves and prepare to engage in violence, as he has done, can reap nothing but grief‖ 
(Haley). Indeed, MLK‘s approach to change involved showing the civility and vulnerability of 
black people in America; a violent approach would only undermine the sympathetic emotion 
which he desired to evoke in the white population. MLK argues that ―the ultimate weakness of 
violence is that it is a descending spiral begetting the very thing it seeks to destroy, instead of 
diminishing evil, it multiplies it. Through violence you may murder the liar, but you cannot 
murder the lie, nor establish the truth. Through violence you may murder the hater, but you do 
not murder hate. In fact, violence merely increases hate‖ (King, Where 67). If acts of cruelty 
against black people unite Americans against the perpetrators, then it follows that public acts of 
violence enacted by black people against white people will similarly reinforce pre-existing racial 
hatred and serve the same unifying purpose among those who desire segregation.  
On the spectrum of violence in social reform, MLK is to Malcolm X as Peeta is to Gale. 
Collins emphasizes that Gale is caught up in revenge and willing to do anything to win freedom 
from the Capitol. In contrast, Peeta often advocates caution, and there are frequent reminders of 
his speech to Katniss that he will not kill for the Capitol and lose his humanity. Katniss generally 
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prefers Gale‘s approach throughout the series, and her desire for revenge ultimately manifests in 
her voting for a symbolic Hunger Games featuring the children of the Capitol. Fortunately, those 
games never happen, but that scenario resonates with MLK saying, ―the Negro revolution is 
seeking integration, not independence. Those fighting for independence have the purpose to 
drive out the oppressors. But here in America, we‘ve got to live together. We‘ve got to find a 
way to reconcile ourselves to living in community, one group with the other‖ (Haley, italics in 
original). This contradiction between the two approaches is important because, by recognizing 
that a violent approach is generally counterproductive as public spectacle, it becomes evident 
that visual resistance actually relies on the sympathy garnered from public displays of 
vulnerability.  
Before any real reform could be achieved, MLK knew that he would need images of 
vulnerability that could unify the many activist groups across America. He says as much, 
writing, ―We were seeking to bring about a great social change which could only be achieved 
through unified effort. Yet our community was divided. Our goals could never be attained in 
such an atmosphere‖ (King, Why 54). MLK adds that there was resentment from other activist 
groups because they were not informed about upcoming events, and he responded that ―they did 
not realize that, because of the local political situation, we had been forced to keep our plans 
secret‖ (54).  He then describes how one powerful image helped move beyond these 
disagreements, writing, ―when a police dog buried his fangs in the ankle of a small child in 
Birmingham, he buried his fangs in the ankle of every American,‖ (55) and through the public 
spectacle of a wounded child, they found unity. He recalls that ―the amazing aftermath of 
Birmingham, [was] the sweeping Negro Revolution‖ (55). MLK‘s message in this case is that the 
image of a vulnerable child is a powerful motivation for change. 
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In fact, the Civil Rights Movement was most galvanized by the image of a dead boy 
named Emmett Till. Rosa Parks, the woman who famously refused to give up her seat on a bus, 
was inspired by that image of a dead boy. In a Vanity Fair interview, one of Rosa Parks‘ fellow 
activists, Reverend Jesse Jackson, connects Parks‘ act of defiance to the tragic death of that 
young black boy. He tells Vanity Fair, ―I asked Miss Rosa Parks [in 1988] why didn‘t she go to 
the back of the bus, given the threat that she could be hurt, pushed off the bus, and run over, 
because three other ladies did get up. She said she thought about going to the back of the bus. 
But then she thought about Emmett Till and she couldn‘t do it‖ (Weller).  
 Emmett Till, the real world Rue, was a young black boy from the northern United States 
who was visiting his uncle in the south, where racism was more prevalent. While visiting, 
Emmett showed off to his friends by whistling at a white woman. The husband and brother of 
that woman abducted him at gunpoint three nights later. They brutalized him, killed him, and 
dumped his corpse in the Tallahatchie River. When his body was recovered, it was so heavily 
mutilated that he could only be identified from the ring he was wearing. Authorities in the South 
wanted to quickly bury the body to avoid any public scandal, but Emmett‘s mother, Mamie Till, 
requested that the body be returned to her. After seeing Emmett‘s mutilated body, she decided to 
have an open casket funeral so that America could see the brutality of racism. Jet magazine 
published a photo of Emmett‘s corpse, and the mainstream media picked up the story as a result. 
The viral image of a young black boy‘s ruined face became a galvanizing picture for the Civil 
Rights Movement (―Emmett‖). In a 1985 interview, Parks remembered her reaction to first 
hearing about Emmett Till, saying, ―I couldn't be any way than very upset, very devastated by 
the [fact that] in, the United States of America, that a child could be just taken out and killed‖ 
(―Interview‖). Her reaction, no doubt, was the same as that of many Americans who saw the 
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image. If the treatment of children is a measure of the moral quality of a society, then Emmett 
Till‘s broken body was a searing indictment of America.  
 In 2005, Emmett‘s body was dug up for a new FBI investigation, and in an essay 
exploring the complexities of relating to his body, Myisha Priest examines different literary 
works addressing his death. Marilyn Nelson‘s A Wreath for Emmett Till uses a structure of 
sonnets called a heroic crown to weave a literary wreath, and Priest comments that, ―in [this] 
work, we glimpse the possibility of reformulating notions of justice so that the injured black 
body might move from being an object of healing to a subject of mourning, a process of subject 
making that acknowledges the irreparability of past harms but also finds in its enunciation a way 
of living in loss and, through that, a new agency in the black body‖ (16). The motif of a floral 
wreath evokes the imagery of Rue encircled with flowers and Priest puts into words why 
Katniss‘ actions were so impactful. When those flowers are arranged around Rue, she is 
transformed into a subject of mourning.   
 Rue‘s death is a tremendous visual symbol which encompasses the interconnectedness 
examined in the slave trade, the emotional impact of child bodies explored in the child labor 
movement, and the specific galvanizing effect of vulnerability-made-visual emphasized by 
MLK. Katniss‘ funeral display is rewarded by District 11, and she thinks, ―this is a first. A 
district gift for a tribute who‘s not your own‖ (HG 239). Just as an abolitionist conveying the 
humanity of a slave built a connection between Caribbean slaves and British people, Katniss‘ 
small gesture of kindness builds an instant connection between districts 11 and 12. Just as Hine 
framed a photo of a small girl working in a factory to make her appear childlike, Katniss 
highlights Rue‘s innocence by decorating Rue to appear as if she ―could really be asleep in that 
meadow‖ (237). Finally, the image of Rue‘s body is most galvanizing not because of any violent 
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act, but because of her vulnerability. Katniss describes Rue as ―smaller than ever, a baby animal 
curled up in a nest of netting…past harm, but seeming utterly defenseless‖ (236). Katniss even 
goes on to reinforce MLK‘s thoughts on violence, thinking that ―to hate the boy from District 1 
[Rue‘s killer], who also appears so vulnerable in death, seems inadequate. It‘s the Capitol I hate, 
for doing this to all of us‖ (236). This catalyst for the rebellion in THG is firmly grounded in the 
visual iconography of slavery, child labor, and the Civil Rights Movement. The picture of a dead 
black girl resonates so powerfully not only because of its basis in historical mistreatment of 
children and visible minorities, but also because her resemblance to Katniss‘ sister turns her into 
a universal subject of mourning. In the same way that MLK compares the ankle of a small child 
bitten by a dog to the ankle of every American, when a spear pierced Rue‘s heart, it pierced the 
heart of everyone in Panem. By making her look vulnerable and childlike, Katniss invites 
viewers to see their own daughters in Rue. While Rue‘s body functions as the main symbol of 
injustice, Katniss‘ three fingered salute immediately following Rue‘s death consequently 
connects the visual gesture with the injustice of that moment. The three fingered salute turns into 
an inter-District reminder of the Capitol‘s mistreatment of children. 
 The three fingered salute is directly drawn from another iconic visual representation born 
in the Civil Rights Movement: the 1968 Olympics black power salute. Two black American 
athletes, John Carlos and Tommie Smith, took first and second in the 200 meter sprint that year, 
and in the aftermath of MLK‘s assassination, felt the need to make a show of solidarity. A 
contemporary Guardian article recalls this event: ―the Star-Spangled Banner begins to play, 
Smith and Carlos, two black Americans wearing black gloves, raise their fists in the black power 
salute. It is a symbol of resistance and defiance, seared into 20th-century history‖ (Younge). 
Furthermore, the immediate reaction is described as being ―First boos. Then insults and worse. 
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People throwing things and screaming racist abuse‖ (Younge). Carlos himself recalls, ―the fire 
was all around me‖ (Younge). Just as the black power salute caused a scandal, the three fingered 
salute which Katniss directs at the camera was a catalyst to the events of Catching Fire. Smith, 
the other athlete, recalls the salute, saying, ―very few people had the avenue to tell people how it 
really was or how we felt about a certain issue. You had to have a platform‖ (Stellastey). Indeed, 
the Olympic podium was the unique platform in the same way that the Hunger Games arena was 
the platform for Katniss‘ various acts of defiance. Smith‘s comment is also astute in pointing out 
that sports competitions often provide a unique opportunity for visual resistance. Indeed, this 
history of politicizing athletics carries on today as football players refuse to stand for the 
American Anthem in a show of solidarity with a contemporary black power movement.  
 In a fascinating recent use of the three fingered salute from THG, ―Thailand‘s military 
rulers say they are monitoring a new form of silent resistance to the coup – a three fingered 
salute borrowed from science fiction blockbuster The Hunger Games – and will arrest those in 
large groups who ignore warnings to lower their arms‖ (Doksone and Gecker). The similarities 
to THG don‘t stop there; the General leading the military coup in 2014 is now the Prime Minister 
of Thailand. This fascinating real world use of THG salute illustrates an interconnectedness 
between victims of oppression. When asked ―what the symbol meant, some protesters say it 
stands for the French revolution‘s trinity of values: liberty, equality, fraternity, while others say it 
means freedom, election and democracy‖ (Doksone and Gecker). The rebels in the Haitian 
Revolution discussed above found inspiration in the French revolution and so too did this 
modern resistance movement in Thailand. In connecting both of these events together through 
the three fingered salute, THG serves to renew old symbols of resistance and promotes the 
literacy of historical visual resistance. 
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 Indeed, Collins uses very specific Civil Rights Movement imagery in her employment of 
children being attacked, Rue‘s body displayed like Emmett Till, and the three finger salute 
resembling the black power salute. She also encourages critical thought on the role of violence in 
reform that so marked MLK‘s disagreement with Malcolm X by providing her readers with two 
similarly opposing characters. Collins uses this framework to ground her narrative in the same 
historical iconography that used the victimized bodies of children for the sake of social reform. 
Furthermore, while older readers likely recognize the symbols which recent history has 
engrained in their minds, Collins‘ use of these symbols serves to enhance the resistance literacy 
of younger readers.  
Conclusion 
So why does all this matter? Can a literacy of the resistance imagery from historical 
social reform movements teach students anything important about bringing about change through 
the skilful use of the visual gaze? At the very least, I can confidently assert that the same 
principles and  modes of resistance that I have explored in this chapter continue to be at play in 
contemporary social reform, and one primary example of this fact is the recent Syrian refugee 
crisis. The most recent powerful and famous image of a dead child is that of the three year old 
Syrian, now known as Alan Kurdi, washed up on a beach. The image is featured in Time 
Magazine‘s 100 most influential images, and photographer Nilüfer Demir is cited as saying, 
―‘There was nothing left to do for him. There was nothing left to bring him back to life,‘…So 
Demir raised her camera. ‗I thought, this is the only way I can express the scream of his silent 
body‘‖ (Goldberger and Jones). The editors described the impact of the photo, writing, ―Demir‘s 
image whipped around social media within hours…European governments were suddenly 
compelled to open closed frontiers. Within a week, trainloads of Syrians were arriving in 
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Germany to cheers, as a war lamented but not felt suddenly brimmed with emotions unlocked by 
a picture of one small, still form‖ (Goldberger and Jones).  
In a recent scientific study examining the impact of the photo on interest and donations, 
the researchers reported a massive spike that quickly waned. They pointed out that ―in this case, 
an iconic photo of a single child was worth more than hundreds of thousands of statistical lives. 
People who were unmoved by the relentlessly rising death toll in Syria appeared to care much 
more about the crisis there after having seen the photograph [of Alan]‖ (Slovic et al. 641). They 
point to other studies showing that compassion fades ―when an incident involving a single person 
expands to as few as two people‖ (642). In short, they conclude that human compassion quickly 
declines as attention is divided up and ―may sometimes even show a decline as imagery fades‖ 
(642). This study, based around the Alan Kurdi photo, shows why Rue‘s body is such an 
important image for galvanizing the movement and why focusing on Katniss keeps the emotional 
impact of the Capitol‘s oppression fresh in the eyes of the growing rebellion. Furthermore, the 
virality of social media arguably makes the images that tell the stories of injustice all the more 
important and impactful. The only new challenge is the oversaturation of causes, and an 
increased resistance literacy will help young readers better navigate the many images and stories 
they encounter. 
 Now that I have established the historical grounding of THG and its use of arena fiction 
conventions, it should be clear that Collins uses both of these to make a work that fundamentally 
deals with representations of visual tools to fight back against an oppressive structure which uses 
spectacle to maintain an unjust status quo. Indeed, the final chapter of this thesis will delve into a 
literary analysis of THG with the purpose of drawing out how arena fiction conventions and 
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historical principles of visual resistance function to disrupt the intended effects of spectacle and 
exploring the impact that becoming such a symbol of resistance may have on children.  
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CHAPTER 3: Disrupting the Intended Effects of Spectacle 
 This chapter is a close-up look at the specific means by which the established spectacles 
are altered and manipulated by the rebels in order to wake up the Capitol citizens who have been 
entertained into complacency and the District dwellers who are desperately holding onto their 
meager lives. I refer to this phenomenon as ―subverting the arena.‖ Everything in the system of 
Panem is set up to dehumanize the districts and sow disunity, but by using the various spotlights 
they have access to, the rebels broadcast humanizing messages of unity. This plot should be 
recognizable from the arena fiction conventions discussed in Chapter 1. The other prevailing 
element which contributes to ―subverting the arena‖ is the rebels‘ use of specific visual and 
historical prompts to grow the resistance.  
 All of the major principles from the historical social reforms are at play in subverting the 
arena in THG. From the abolitionist movement, there is the use of recognizable images and 
public shows of unity. From the NCLC, there is the use of the images of broken children. From 
the Civil Rights Movement, there are various iconic images and the ideological distinction 
between  violent and non-violent reform. Where Collins contributes her own particular brand to 
the ongoing vocabulary of resistance is in her representations of children. 
The bodies of children which featured so heavily in the social reform movements 
examined in Chapter 2 are key in every way to what Collins does in THG. It is by finely curated 
visual representations of children, whether in death or in an act of staged unity, that the rebellion 
burns brightly. Even the use of bird metaphors works to illustrate ways that children are used and 
transfigured to serve a cause. Indeed, while children are fundamental to bringing about a positive 
change in Panem, there is an ever increasing list of sacrifices for the cause. By the end of this 
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chapter, I will argue that Collins uses THG to depict a successful rebellion while presenting a 
critical look at the personal cost of social reform, especially on children.   
How Oppressions are Subverted 
The rebels constantly subvert the arena by taking the Capitol‘s many tools and visible 
structures of power and using them to spread rebel sentiment. The tools below eventually all 
become integral to the resistance, but first I will survey their intended purpose. Within the 
Games, The berries which were placed in the arena were a deliberate attempt to cause death by 
poison among starving tributes. Long before the events of the novel, The jabberjays were 
invented as a way for the Capitol to eavesdrop on its enemies. The Tributes of the Hunger Games 
are seemingly commercialized and consumed as celebrities. They have fashion designers that 
give them memorable touches which also emphasize their particular District‘s primary resource. 
The purpose of such branding is to emphatically distinguish the Districts from each other and 
further dehumanize the Tributes by connecting them with these resources. Finally, the Hunger 
Games event is made visible and is forcibly broadcast to everyone in the Districts. The intent of 
the Games is to show the District denizens that the Capitol has unlimited power over them by 
taking their children and making them kill each other. The deaths are then shown in sports-like 
highlights. The Capitol uses all of these tools to demonstrate its power and spread disunity in the 
Districts. 
So how are each of these mechanisms subverted? At a key moment near the end of the 
first book, Katniss uses the berries to force the Head Gamemaker to bend to her will by 
threatening to mutually commit suicide with Peeta and so deprive the Hunger Games of a 
winner. The jabberjays are quickly found out and the rebels use them to feed false intelligence to 
the Capitol. They eventually crossbreed and become mockingjays, which ultimately become a 
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symbol of the Rebellion. The fashion shows in which the Tributes participate become an 
opportunity for Cinna to ignite the flames of rebellion by turning Katniss into the Mockingjay. 
The broadcast deaths of Tributes is something that Katniss uses to her advantage when she 
decorates Rue‘s corpse to highlight the tragedy of a young girl being brutally killed for 
entertainment. Ultimately, it is the Hunger Games as spectacle that allow all of these things to 
happen. Meant as a tool to reinforce the power of the state, the arena is subverted at every level 
to give sight and voice to a growing rebel sentiment. 
The first time Katniss encounters berries in the arena, she thinks, ―I don‘t recognize these 
berries, perhaps they are edible, but I‘m guessing this is some evil trick on the part of the 
Gamemakers‖ (HG 166). Later, she recognizes some berries that Peeta picks as nightlock, and 
after Foxface, another Tribute, steals some and dies as a result she says, ―If they fooled Foxface, 
maybe they can fool Cato as well‖ (321). So they take the berries that the Gamemakers meant as 
an ―evil trick‖ and weaponize them for their personal advantage. In a touch of foreshadowing, 
Katniss tells Peeta, ―we can act like we accidentally drop the pouch and if [Cato] eats them‖; he 
completes the sentence: ―Then hello District Twelve‖ (321). Using the berries in this way would 
be fine with the Gamemakers as a resource to fight against the other Tributes. However, when 
Katniss and Peeta threaten to eat the berries themselves, the resource becomes a threat. The 
Gamemakers count on the Tributes having a selfish will to live and so never expect them to 
weaponize the berries against themselves. In the desperate climax of the tournament, Katniss 
refuses to kill Peeta and then realizes, ―Without a victor, the whole thing would blow up in the 
Gamemakers‘ faces. They‘d have failed the Capitol. Might possibly even be executed, slowly 
and painfully while the cameras broadcast it to every screen in the country‖ (344). Of course, it 
works and they both live. Most notable is the complete inversion of the berries‘ function. 
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Originally intended as an ―evil trick‖ of the Gamemakers, the berries get turned against them 
because, with the prospect of no survivors, the usual triumphal façade of one Tribute winning 
against all odds is replaced with the grim reality that the Games are nothing more than an 
execution. Indeed, the film version of The Hunger Games includes a scene where the Head 
Gamemaker is punished by being locked in a room with only a bowl of nightlock berries, the 
implication being that he must eat the berries and die as retribution for his failure. This scene 
particularly emphasizes the total subversion of the berries since they were meant to kill Tributes, 
but end up killing the Head Gamemaker. 
Another subverted tool of Capitol control is the mockingjay, the very name showing that 
they are meant to mock the intentions of the Capitol. Jabberjays were first created by the Capitol 
and used to spy on the rebels, but then ―the rebels fed the Capitol endless lies, and the joke was 
on [the Capitol]. So…the birds were abandoned to die off in the wild. Only they didn‘t die off. 
Instead the jabberjays mated with female mockingbirds, creating a whole new species‖ (43). The 
Capitol intended for the failed tools to die off, but they did not. Instead, the mockingjays 
remained a symbol of the Capitol‘s incompetence and a comfort for District denizens. The 
impact of Katniss‘ transformation into a mockingjay relies on viewers‘ recognizing the 
mockingjay as a symbol of resistance. The resistance literate can read between the lines to see 
that Katniss embodies the bird that the Capitol failed to control. The parallels between the 
mockingjay and Katniss are plentiful and deliberate throughout the series.  
The main connection between Katniss and the mockingjay is the shared trajectory from a 
tool of the Capitol into a weapon of the Rebellion. Katniss describes the jabberjays early in the 
series: ―the Capitol bred a series of genetically altered animals as weapons. The common term 
for them was muttations‖ (42, italics in original). This description matches the way the Capitol 
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takes Tributes and alters them to look like polished celebrities, a state which Katniss frequently 
juxtaposes with being natural and hunting back home. Once polished into gladiators and made to 
visually represent their districts, the Tributes are weaponized through their glorified deaths as a 
reminder to the Districts of the undisputable power of the Capitol. Just in case the reader missed 
the obvious parallels between the Tributes and the various monstrous weaponized creations of 
the Capitol, Collins emphasizes the fact that the muttations released into the arena near the end 
of the first novel are modeled after the dead Tributes. Katniss wonders, ―Have they been given 
any of the real tributes‘ memories? Have they been programmed to hate our faces particularly 
because we have survived and they were so callously murdered?‖ (334). This passage not only 
emphasizes the weaponized nature of the Tributes, but the use of the word ―programmed‖ sheds 
light on the real power the dead children have. The people of the various Districts are forced to 
watch as children who represent other Districts kill the children that they personally know. In 
this way, the viewers are programmed to hate the faces of the Victors from other Districts and by 
proxy to not trust them. As Gale perceptively states in the first chapter, ―It‘s to the Capitol‘s 
advantage to have us divided among ourselves‖ (14). 
While the Capitol‘s purpose for the Tributes is to sow division and infighting between the 
Districts, let us examine how the rebels instead use the Tributes to create a sense of  unity. Cinna 
plays the primary role in making Katniss into the Mockingjay. The very first costume he makes 
demonstrates that he is not interested in emphasizing resource-based differences. Rather than 
dress Katniss and Peeta in the usual coal-themed dress, he opts for a fire theme. The stated 
connection is that coal is used to start fire, but in reality their clothing becomes a subtle symbol 
for the flames of rebellion. The theme of fire is further emphasized by the title of the second 
novel, Catching Fire, as well as Katniss‘ impromptu tag line, ―if we burn, you burn with us!‖ 
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(MJ 106). There is a clue that Cinna was always part of the rebellion when he admits that this is 
his first year in the Hunger Games and that he asked specifically for District Twelve. He then 
mentions that he and Peeta‘s stylist Portia are thinking to dress them in ―complementary 
costumes‖ (HG 66). This is the first sign that he seeks to create an image of unity instead of one 
of division. Cinna also tells them to hold hands—an unprecedented decision—as they parade in 
the chariots. Cinna thus not only gets away with making the girl who volunteered as Tribute 
unforgettable, he also makes her a media star. Katniss notes, ―we are getting way more than our 
share of airtime‖ (71). 
As Katniss and company watch a replay of the ceremony, Haymitch describes the 
handholding as ―the perfect touch of rebellion‖ (79). Katniss remembers ―the other couples, 
standing stiffly apart, never touching or acknowledging each other, as if their fellow tribute did 
not exist‖ (79). While Katniss thinks this was just another means to distinguish them from the 
others for the sake of winning sponsors, the episode establishes both that Cinna and Haymitch 
are quiet rebels and that nothing about the presentation was accidental. In fact, when Cinna is 
coaching Katniss on what to say during her interview with Caesar Flickerman, she asks if she 
should answer honestly even if what she thinks is horrible, and he responds, ―Especially if what 
you think is horrible‖ (122). This is just another way that he coaches her to subvert the spotlight 
to publicize the problems with Panem.  
The interviews are ended in a show of unity which highlights the unfairness of the games: 
with Peeta‘s confession of love for Katniss. Even the otherwise uncaring Mob is touched by the 
morbid reality that only one of the two can possibly survive the Games. When responding Caesar 
is described as having ―an edge of real pain in his voice‖ (132), and in the crowd ―a few have 
even given agonized cries‖ (132). Caesar describes the powerful impact of Peeta‘s confession, 
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saying, ―I speak for all of Panem when I say our hearts go with yours‖ (132). Since Katniss and 
Peeta are from District Twelve, this spectacle ends the show, and as a result, Katniss ―cannot 
avoid seeing that every screen is now dominated by a shot of Peeta and me, separated by a few 
feet that in the viewers‘ heads can never be breached‖ (133). Peeta claims the confession was his 
idea, but adds, ―Haymitch just helped me with it‖ (134); this admission is evidence that 
Haymitch knew and encouraged the subversive effect of Peeta‘s actions. The preparation for the 
Games is clearly a focused attempt by the rebel characters to emphasize unity between Peeta and 
Katniss, thereby highlighting the brutality of forcing two young ―star-crossed‖ lovers to kill each 
other.  
In a pivotal interaction between Katniss and Peeta on the night before the Games, Peeta 
states the true purpose of the arena, confessing, ―I keep wishing I could think of a way to… to 
show the Capitol they don‘t own me. That I‘m more than just a piece in their Games,‖ to which 
Katniss replies, ―But you‘re not…none of us are. That‘s how the Games work‖ (141). This is the 
purpose of every Arena: to remind the audience that just as every Gladiator is merely a pawn, so 
too, every citizen is subject to the authority and power of the Emperor. Peeta points to the 
foundational cracks in an arena as a tool of control, saying, ―Okay, but within that framework, 
there‘s still you, there‘s still me…Don‘t you see?‖ (141). By pointing out that within the arena 
they will have the freedom to choose how to respond, Peeta implies that one can work ―within 
the framework‖ to rebel, which is precisely what Haymitch and Cinna coach Katniss and Peeta 
into doing. Instead of working outside of the system, the rebels use the established framework of 
celebrity, costumes, interview shows, and the Tributes themselves to fan flames of discontent 
and make visible the injustice of the Hunger Games. Once the Games are finished, Katniss and 
Peeta have to watch the highlights on stage with Caesar, and Katniss thinks that, ―Whoever puts 
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together the highlights has to choose what sort of story to tell. This year, for the first time, they 
tell a love story‖ (355). This shift in the editing demonstrates that the rebel effort to broadcast a 
message of unity was successful.  
By the time the second opening ceremony starts, there are already several Districts in 
rebellion. As a result, Cinna changes the presentation style from a theme of unity to defiance.  As 
Katniss represents the fires of rebellion, her costume‘s effect is now described as ―some 
unearthly being who looks like she might make her home in the volcano that destroyed so many 
in Haymitch‘s [Quarter] Quell‖ (CF 207). Cinna remarks, ―I think your days of pink lipstick and 
ribbons are behind you…when you‘re on the chariot this time, no waving, no smiling. I just want 
you to look straight ahead, as if the entire audience is beneath your notice‖ (207). Mirroring the 
various rebellions, defiance becomes the theme of the opening ceremonies for this Quarter Quell. 
In the private sessions where the Tributes get to demonstrate their abilities, something which is 
perfectly redundant because all the Tributes are previous Victors, ―there‘s a lot of kidding about 
it at lunch. What we might do. Sing, dance, strip, tell jokes. Mags…decides she‘s just going to 
take a nap‖ (234). This redundancy highlights the fact that the Capitol was unprepared for the 
scenario of returning Tributes to the Games.  Also, all of the Victors resent being returned to the 
Hunger Games because they were promised immunity for winning. This resentment turns into a 
united spectacle of rebellion during the interviews with Caesar. 
Katniss acknowledges the power of this visual spectacle as she thinks, ―this is the first 
time I realize the depth of betrayal felt among the victors and the rage that accompanies it…it all 
comes back to reflect on the government and President Snow in particular‖ (250). Each Victor 
uses their interview to question the decision to send them back into the arena. For example, 
―Beetee questions the legality of the Quell‖ and Johanna Mason is ―asking if something can‘t be 
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done about the situation‖ (250-51). By the time Katniss is introduced, ―the audience is an 
absolute wreck. People have been weeping and collapsing and even calling for change‖ (251). If 
even the people in the Capitol are calling for change, the amount of outrage felt by the various 
Districts must be far worse. Instead of representing the power of the Capitol over their respective 
Districts, the Tributes become a public and visual symbol of the discontent felt across Panem.  
The climax of the interviews is related to Cinna‘s deliberate rebel actions. Again, he 
works within the established framework and uses his control over Katniss‘ outfit to broadcast a 
message of rebellion. Even though Cinna makes it clear that he did not want to put Katniss in a 
wedding gown, saying, ―the President says you‘re to wear it tonight. Our objections were 
ignored‖ (248), he turns the President‘s wishes into a symbol of resistance through his alterations 
to the dress. When Katniss notices its weight, Cinna responds, ―I had to make some slight 
alterations because of the lighting‖ (248). She later spins in her dress onstage, and it transforms 
with a burst of flame into a Mockingjay outfit. Katniss realizes the ramifications of this symbolic 
change when ―a shadow of recognition flickers across Caesar‘s face, and I can tell he knows that 
the Mockingjay isn‘t just my token. That it‘s come to symbolize so much more. That what will 
be seen as a flashy costume change in the Capitol is resonating in an entirely different way 
throughout the districts‖ (253). Katniss finally starts to realize the importance of her public 
image and that Cinna is a rebel as she thinks, ―What has he done? Something terribly dangerous. 
An act of rebellion in itself‖ (253).  
The sentiment of injustice and defiance from the image of Katniss as a bride turned rebel 
is compounded with Peeta‘s bombshell announcement that Katniss is pregnant. Katniss describes 
the reaction of the audience: the announcement ―sends accusations of injustice and barbarism 
and cruelty flying out in every direction. Even the most Capitol-loving, Games-hungry, 
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bloodthirsty person out there can‘t ignore, at least for a moment, how horrific the whole thing is‖ 
(256). The final spectacle to finish off the show happens almost unconsciously during this 
outcry, as ―Up and down the row, the victors begin to join hands…By the time the anthem plays 
its final strains, all twenty-four of us stand in one unbroken line in what must be the first public 
show of unity among the districts since the Dark Days…Everyone has seen‖ (258, italics mine). 
The Quarter Quell interview is the single most powerful example in the whole series of the 
rebellion subverting the established conventions of the Hunger Games to put the injustice and 
cruelty of their rulers on public display. President Snow‘s original intention of demonstrating the 
absolute power and control of the Capitol by targeting the seemingly untouchable Victors 
completely backfires. In their indignation at such an unjust decision, the Victors band together 
and create a ―public show of unity.‖ Building on their role as symbolic representatives of all the 
people from each district, If the designated Gladiators—symbolic representatives of each 
District—can unite against the Capitol even for just the opening ceremonies of the Games, this 
spectacle gives the common people the idea that they can do the same.  
Katniss‘ transformation from a bride into a symbol of rebellion and from the girl wearing 
the cute dresses and lipstick into a defiant fire elemental serves as further inspiration to the 
common person. After all, Katniss was just an ordinary girl from District Twelve and now she 
looks like a bird breaking free from oppression. If she can defy the Capitol, then so too can 
everyone else. Yet, the most cruel image put into the minds of all the viewers is that of a 
pregnant Katniss. While the people of Panem have been somewhat desensitized to the deaths of 
their twelve to eighteen-year-olds, the idea of a child in utero being sacrificed remains 
horrifying. It is the most explicit reminder that the Capitol wipes out the Districts‘ very chain of 
existence at its whim through the killing of children. The mental image of a dead baby is a stark 
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reminder that the Capitol targets completely innocent victims, children who had nothing to do 
with a historical rebellion. The idea of a pregnant girl being forced to fight to the death as some 
twisted form of entertainment is finally recognized as being exactly that, twisted. What Snow 
intends to be a display of authority and power instead serves to remove any shadow of a doubt 
that the Capitol is a cruel and oppressive government over the people of Panem. 
Why the Arena Fails 
 To explore the reason that shows of unity are so effective at subverting the intended 
effects of spectacle, I turn to Joseph J. Foy and his presentation of two competing philosophies as 
central to the arena conflict in THG. One philosophy is the Hobbesian social contract that a 
powerful authority is preferable to the chaotic bloodshed of everyone fighting for their own self-
preservation. The other philosophy is the Kantian categorical imperative that one ought to act in 
a way that all others can feasibly act. In simpler terms, Foy uses these two philosophies to draw 
attention to the competing beliefs that people are either like animals and will only act in self-
preservation or that they can be motivated by higher ideals. These ideas are fundamental to the 
arena, since they describe the key message of any arena: that ―oppressive rules are still better 
than the alternative offered by the chaos of the state of nature. And in case the districts forget 
what it is like to live in the state of nature, the Capitol has provided the Hunger Games as an 
annual reminder‖ (Foy 210). The film version of Catching Fire emphasizes this element of the 
Games in a conversation between President Snow and Plutarch Heavensbee following the 
spectacle of Victors holding hands on stage: 
 
Snow: They‘re holding hands. I want them dead. 
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Plutarch: Be patient. They‘re holding hands now, but the minute the gun goes off, it‘ll be 
a bloodbath and the whole idea of revolution will be discredited. 
Snow: And the idea of her? The idea of the Mockingjay? 
Plutarch: The more allies she betrays, the more friends she kills, the more she reveals her 
true self. 
 
 The idea of Katniss‘ ―true self‖ here references that same Hobbesian idea that self-
preservation will come before all else and cause her to betray and kill her allies. The revolution 
would be discredited because Katniss‘ brutality would again remind the viewers that without 
control and authority, people will turn on each other. This is where the key lies in properly 
usurping the arena as a tool of state control. The less animalistic and the more humane the 
Gladiators act, the less inclined the viewer is to desire a strong authority. That is, a virtuous 
Gladiator can make the Mob believe in a world where people can live in harmony without the 
use of force. Indeed, Foy points out that morality actually benefits the Gladiators, stating, 
―Katniss and Peeta…risk their lives for each other. And, in a refutation of Hobbesian reasoning, 
what saves Peeta and Katniss in the end is the responsibility they feel to each other, as well as to 
others like Rue‖ (213).  
 The most emphatic spectacles that cause the Capitol‘s iron grip on the Districts to loosen 
are when, instead of merely thinking of self-preservation or treating each other like enemies, the 
Tributes act with compassion towards each other. This principle is why Rue‘s funeral is so 
important. Katniss puts herself at risk by staying out in the open and wasting precious time in 
order to honour Rue by putting flowers around her. She also puts her own safety aside while 
ministering to Peeta. In the end, both Katniss and Peeta would rather die than kill each other. The 
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moment when Katniss and Peeta are about to publicly commit suicide by eating nightlock berries 
is the crux of the revolution because it shatters the illusion of the arena that people are really 
animals in need of a firm authoritarian hand to keep the peace. Peeta and Katniss refuse to kill 
each other, and the only reason that they have to die is because of the Capitol‘s arbitrary rules. In 
that moment, the intended roles are completely reversed as the Tributes appear to be the humane 
ones in contrast to the animalistic Capitol.  
 The answer to the question of how to fight back against the arena is a simple one that is 
first put into words by Peeta: ―I‘m sure I‘ll kill just like everybody else. I can‘t go down without 
a fight. Only I keep wishing I could think of a way to…to show the Capitol they don‘t own me. 
That I‘m more than just a piece in their Games,‖ and to this, Katniss replies, ―But you‘re 
not…none of us are. That‘s how the Games work‖ (HG 142). Katniss‘ response here amounts to 
telling Peeta that he is no better than the Capitol thinks he is, that he is an animal out for his 
survival. Peeta, of course, disagrees with this idea, as he responds, ―Okay, but within that 
framework, there‘s still you, there‘s still me‖ (142). In saying this, Peeta argues that they are 
moral agents who can still choose to rise above their animalistic instincts. This dialogue between 
the two of them firmly positions Katniss as ascribing to the Hobbesian social contract, while it 
positions Peeta on the side of the Kantian moral imperative. Foy notes this difference between 
the two by recalling Katniss‘ inability to understand why Peeta would risk a beating to throw her 
some bread during their first interaction. He writes,  
there‘s a perfectly understandable explanation for Peeta‘s action, but it has nothing to do 
with the Hobbesian maxim of always putting your own safety first. Peeta risks a beating 
because it‘s the right thing to do. Strange as that motive must have seemed at the time to 
young Katniss, she will become more and more like Peeta over the course of their 
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relationship, displaying a growing concern for others and a willingness to sacrifice herself 
in order to do what‘s right. (215)  
Indeed, one of the notable trajectories for Katniss‘ development is her willingness to sacrifice 
herself for an increasingly large group of people. 
 There is a long train of sacrifices throughout the trilogy that empower the rebels. 
Whereas the arena relies on showcasing the self-preservation of the Tributes, its subversion lies 
in the opposite: self-sacrifice. THG has plenty of Christian allegorical symbols; primary among 
them is that Peeta‘s name is a synonym for bread and he figuratively and literally provides 
Katniss with ―the bread that gave [her] hope‖ (HG 32) However, the aspect of THG as Christian 
allegory which most pertains to this thesis is the Christian focus on sacrifice. Because the moral 
high ground is an important part of winning over the Mob, acts of self-sacrifice are the essential 
driving force behind the rebellion in THG. In what follows, I will examine the broadening of the 
scope of sacrifices throughout the series. 
 Chronologically, the first act of self-sacrifice happens when Peeta deliberately burns 
some bread so that he can throw it to Katniss. Peeta receives a ―red weal that stood out on his 
cheekbone‖ (HG 30) from his mother for burning the bread. The whole act is particularly 
elevated because, as Katniss thinks, ―He didn‘t even know me‖ (31). She goes on to think that ―I 
can never shake the connection between this boy, Peeta Mellark, and the bread that gave me 
hope‖ (32) because she and her family would have starved to death if not for Peeta‘s seemingly 
small act of sacrifice. Peeta‘s help allows Katniss to then make her own sacrifice when she 
volunteers as Tribute to save her sister‘s life. Her volunteering is clearly seen as giving Prim life 
because ―in District 12…the word tribute is pretty much synonymous with the word corpse‖  
(22). Yet, it is important to realize that Katniss‘ sacrifice is only a more exaggerated sacrifice 
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from the tesserae that most children in District 12 sign up for. The tesserae are a sacrifice 
because the odds of being chosen to be in the Hunger Games increase the more times children 
put their names into the draw so that their family can eat. The act of volunteering as Tribute 
further decreases the odds of survival because now Katniss‘ chance to live is roughly one in 
twenty-four instead of the higher odds if one includes having to be chosen as Tribute into the 
equation.  
The level of sacrifice grows incrementally as the series goes. The line about Peeta‘s bread 
is important because Katniss says ―I can never shake the connection between this boy…and the 
bread that gave me hope‖ (HG 32, italics mine). Peeta‘s act of self-sacrifice is connected to her 
act of self-sacrifice, and the reason that the story about the burnt bread immediately follows 
Katniss‘ own act of increasing sacrifice is to show the connection between the two acts. This 
thread of sacrifices grows and increases in intensity; the risk of harm turns to risk of dying which 
eventually turns to certain death for many characters. Yet, each act of sacrifice inspires more 
numerous and more intense sacrifices from all around. 
 The next major sacrifice in the series is by the old man who whistles Rue‘s tune during 
the victory tour in District Eleven. He initiates the three fingered salute, and as a result, Katniss 
describes seeing ―A pair of peacekeepers dragging the old man who whistled to the top of the 
steps. Forcing him to his knees before the crowd. And putting a bullet through his head‖ (CF 62). 
As the tour goes on, Katniss sees resistance and willingness to sacrifice from other groups as 
well, and she thinks, ―If my holding out those berries was an act of temporary insanity, then 
these people will embrace insanity, too‖ (72). In the same way that Katniss‘ very life is 
connected to Peeta‘s small sacrifice, the above line connects Katniss‘ willingness to sacrifice her 
own life so that she does not kill Peeta with the willingness of people in the Districts to sacrifice 
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their lives for the sake of freedom from the Capitol. This pattern shows the important ripple 
effects of self-sacrifice, as others are inspired to sacrifice themselves.  
 Indeed, an increasing number of people around Katniss begin to sacrifice their lives, and 
she is defenseless to stop them. When Cinna transforms her wedding dress, he seals his fate, and 
Katniss thinks, ―I‘m afraid he has hurt himself beyond repair. The significance of my fiery 
transformation will not be lost on President Snow‖ (254). Cinna is beaten and taken away before 
Katniss‘ eyes, and his complete act of self-sacrifice is made clear only in the final novel, when 
Katniss receives his sketchbook with designs for her military grade rebel outfit. Plutarch 
estimates that Cinna designed her rebel outfit ―after the Quarter Quell announcement. A few 
weeks before the Games maybe?‖ (MJ 43), showing that Cinna was a rebel all along and that 
when he had Katniss turn into a Mockingjay onstage, he had already designed her rebel costume 
and knew he would probably pay with his life for the wedding dress incident. 
 Once in the Quarter Quell arena, Katniss is surrounded by friendly Tributes, all 
sacrificing themselves to keep her and Peeta alive. Beetee compares Wiress to a ―canary in one 
of your coal mines‖ (CF 330). Katniss then explains that the canary is a warning to the others 
because ―it stops singing first‖ (330). Only a short while later, Wiress literally serves the same 
function as a bird in a coal mine when Katniss thinks, ―that‘s when I notice it. The silence. Our 
canary has stopped singing‖ (332). She then looks over to see ―Gloss letting Wiress slide to the 
ground, her throat slit open‖ (333). Katniss is kept alive because she is the Mockingjay, while 
almost everyone else serves as a canary, meant to die so that she can live. Indeed, she learns this 
explicitly after she is rescued from the arena and Finnick explains that they had to rescue her 
instead of Peeta for ―the same reason the rest of us agreed to die to keep you alive‖ (386), and 
Plutarch explains that ―we had to save you because you‘re the mockingjay, Katniss…while you 
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live, the revolution lives‖ (386). Just as Katniss first agrees to die to keep Prim alive, other 
Victors now have agreed to die to keep her alive. It is also important, however, that Plutarch 
draws a parallel between Katniss‘ life and the life of the revolution, because if the same parallel 
is applied to Finnick‘s response, then all of the Tributes agreed to die to keep the rebellion alive. 
While everyone throughout THG places Katniss on a pedestal, without countless ―canaries‖ 
throughout the novels, Katniss would be a dead Mockingjay. The blurring between Katniss‘ 
identity and the rebellion points to her sacrifice; while the canaries sacrifice their lives, the 
Mockingjay sacrifices her personal identity to transform into a symbol.  
 The fact that being a symbol of resistance takes a toll on Katniss is important. There may 
be a temptation for young readers to want to emulate Katniss and take center stage for a cause. 
Yet, THG presents a particularly nuanced exploration of using children for reform because while 
it shows the tremendous impact children can have on inspiring social change, it also emphasizes 
that those same children are consumed and destroyed in the process. A closer examination of 
Katniss‘ trajectory reveals that, even as she serves the rebellion instead of the Capitol, she has 
less and less control over her own life. Katniss explicitly states this after being rescued from the 
Quarter Quell arena: ―it‘s an awful lot to take in, this elaborate plan in which I was a piece, just 
as I was meant to be a piece in the Hunger Games. Used without consent, without knowledge. At 
least in the Hunger Games, I knew I was being played with‖ (385). In addition to her growing 
anger at being used, as the sacrifices of others pile up around Katniss, she bears a heavy guilt. 
She learns of two avoxes (enemies of the capitol punished by enslavement) being tortured to 
death, and thinks, ―They lost their lives because of me. I add them to my personal list of kills that 
began in the arena and now includes thousands‖ (MJ 274). While she has only personally killed a 
few people, she blames herself for the deaths of everyone killed in the bombing of District 
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Twelve and the hospital she visits. She also has to hear searing insults from President Snow once 
she openly represents the rebellion and these insults come almost immediately after her guilt-
ridden reflections.  
After an assault in which Katniss is presumed dead, President Snow announces, ―when 
we pull Katniss Everdeen‘s body from the ashes, we will see exactly who the Mockingjay is. A 
dead girl who could save no one, not even herself‖ (295). This statement is not far from the truth 
because, even though Katniss does not physically die during the series, she dies mentally and 
emotionally, as demonstrated by her period of mute shock after her sister, Prim, dies. In fact, 
Snow‘s searing condemnation foreshadows her failure to save Prim. This failure is a tragic irony 
because the catalyst for the entire series was Katniss volunteering to sacrifice her life for that of 
her sister, and in the end she failed at the one thing that she set out to accomplish of her own 
volition. To make matters worse, she learns that the bomb that killed her sister was deployed by 
the rebels. While her journey for the cause of the rebellion ultimately results in freedom from the 
Capitol, her one personal goal failed because the rebels were willing to sacrifice her sister for 
their victory. The message is clear: championing a cause will relegate personal goals and desires 
secondary to the goals of the cause.  
The drug abuse and the nightmares that Katniss goes through are an important warning 
from Collins to impressionable young readers. Despite not having her life sacrificed as a canary, 
being the Mockingjay costs Katniss her life in a different way. Katniss describes a pointed 
nightmare: ―I‘m lying at the bottom of a deep grave, and every dead person I know by name 
comes by and throws a shovel full of ashes on me‖ (382). Her nightmare illustrates to readers 
that she has symbolically died, buried under the trauma of her experiences. A few pages later, 
she thinks, ―it is the old Katniss‘s favourite kind of day‖ (385). By referencing the ―old Katniss,‖ 
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she is not merely referencing change, but when read in light of the nightmare, is speaking as 
though the ―old Katniss‖ were dead. The Mockingjay pays a heavy toll for her part in the 
rebellion and Collins was wise to emphasize that cost so that young readers do not idealize war 
and rebellion. While my conclusion focuses on the growing trend of children performing the role 
of the Mockingjay in modern social reforms, this warning in THG is important to keep in mind 
because the pressures of being a Mockingjay will no doubt take a toll on the mental and 
emotional well-being of young social reformers. 
 In the conclusion of the series, Katniss reflects on the moral nature of humanity as 
demonstrated by the treatment of children. She thinks,  
that Peeta was onto something about us destroying one another and letting some decent 
species take over. Because something is significantly wrong with a creature that sacrifices 
its children‘s lives to settle its differences. You can spin it any way you like. Snow 
thought the Hunger Games were an efficient means of control. Coin thought the 
parachutes would expedite the war. But in the end, who does it benefit? (377) 
She is not wrong, of course, in thinking that humanity is capable of great evil, and her story is 
filled with numerous examples of human depravity. However, her story is also filled with 
countless examples of good, self-sacrificing behaviour. While humans are capable of acting in 
ways that make the security offered by even tyrannical government seem preferable enough to 
allow seventy five years of child sacrifice, they are also capable of acting in ways that inspire 
dignity and diminish the effectiveness of an arena until the majority decides to overthrow the 
bonds of oppression. When Katniss asks Plutarch if he is preparing for another war, he responds, 
―Oh, not now. Now we‘re in that sweet period where everyone agrees that our recent horrors 
should never be repeated…but collective thinking is usually short-lived. We‘re fickle, stupid 
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beings with poor memories and a great gift for self-destruction‖ (379). Plutarch‘s response 
demonstrates that Suzanne Collins knows enough of human history to recognize the cyclic nature 
of human societal morality and offers an explanation for why the motif of an arena resonates two 
millennia past its use.  
When Katniss destroys the force field around the arena in Catching Fire, she tangibly 
destroys the barrier that contained the arena. Metaphorically speaking, the arena is not destroyed; 
rather, it is spread out over the whole of Panem, and Katniss acknowledges this, thinking, ―It was 
my arrow, aimed at the chink in the force field surrounding the arena, that brought on this 
firestorm of retribution. That sent the whole country of Panem into chaos‖ (MJ 6). The scope of 
the arena expands throughout the trilogy as Katniss gains experience and realizes that the war of 
public spectacle reaches beyond the barrier of the arena. At first, she only thinks to perform 
while she is in the arena. Most of the second book covers Katniss realizing that she has to keep 
performing even outside of the arena. Furthermore, she gets relatively little time away from the 
cameras once she has celebrity status. In the third book, the arena extends to all of Panem, and 
Katniss has to perform for both the Capitol and the Rebel cameras. The decisions that she makes 
are more and more often based on the knowledge that she is being watched.  
Her growing experience of the importance of the visual gaze is demonstrated when she 
considers the best way to ensure that the rebels uphold their promise to pardon Peeta after the 
war. She thinks, ―A verbal promise behind closed doors, even a statement written on paper – 
these could easily evaporate after the war. Their existence or validity denied…I‘ll need a much 
larger pool of witnesses. I‘ll need everyone I can get. ‗It will have to be public‘‖ (34). Through 
her experience of being in the spotlight of the arena, Katniss learns to harness visuality to get her 
way and to make changes. She increasingly becomes a force to be reckoned with as she realizes 
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that the visuality in the arena can be harnessed outside of the arena through different avenues. In 
the above example, she convinces Coin to include her promise in her regularly scheduled public 
announcements.   
 Katniss also applies the media literacy she learns in the arena to subvert the intended 
effect of Snow‘s bombing of a hospital in District 8. Cressida states the intended effect of the 
bombing, saying, ―President Snow just had them air the bombing live. Then he made an 
appearance to say that this was his way of sending a message to the rebels‖ (99). The incident 
was enacted by the oppressors and they, themselves, put the bombing in the spotlight. Katniss 
then turns the focus from the might of the Capitol to its cruelty by saying, ―The Capitol has just 
bombed a hospital full of unarmed men, women, and children. There will be no survivors‖ (99). 
By highlighting the vulnerability (―unarmed‖) and emotional value of the individuals (―no 
survivors‖) she successfully turns a spectacle of power into one of resistance. Then, using 
Beetee‘s technical knowledge, they manage to hack the broadcasting networks and play loops of 
their propaganda in every District. As Katniss is watching the video, she thinks, ―An anti-Capitol 
statement. There‘s never been anything like it on television. Not in my lifetime, anyway‖ (106). 
The use of the word ―statement‖ is important because Katniss has, in fact, seen plenty of actions 
that can be interpreted as statements against the Capitol. Furthermore, she is responsible for most 
of them. The connection between her actions within the context of the Hunger Games arena and 
the real world of Panem helps reinforce the idea that the arena itself was just one particularly 
effective platform to spread anti-Capitol statements, and the world outside of it is just another 
arena waiting to be subverted.   
The bombing of innocents at the hospital is mirrored in the final bombardment outside of 
President Snow‘s mansion. Katniss later learns that it was a deliberate plan of the rebels intended 
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to frame the Capitol for the murder of its own children. This effectively ends the Capitol‘s 
resistance as everyone immediately supports Snow‘s arrest. The ruse is believable because the 
Capitol already has a history of killing innocent children, both through the Hunger Games and as 
highlighted by Katniss in the hospital bombing in District 8. Katniss regards the children outside 
the mansion and thinks, ―If the Capitol wanted to safeguard them, they‘d be down in a bunker 
somewhere. This is for Snow‘s protection. The children form his human shield‖ (345). Sadly, 
using the children has been the modus operandi for the Capitol for the past seventy five years, as 
they were sacrificed to the Hunger Games. However, this time it was the rebels exploiting the 
children. Katniss sees that the children range from ―toddlers to teenagers‖ (345) which means 
that many of them are the same age as Tributes. There is a direct parallel between the sacrificing 
of children in the arena to maintain order and the sacrificing of children in this situation to obtain 
order. When President Snow and Katniss meet afterwards, he tells her, ―the idea that I was 
bombing our own helpless children instantly snapped whatever frail allegiance my people still 
felt to me. There was no real resistance after that. Did you know it aired live? You can see 
Plutarch‘s hand there‖ (357). Snow‘s explanation serves to highlight how the bombing in front of 
his mansion is the ultimate inversion of the Hunger Games arena. Just as the Hunger Games 
served to show the brutality and disunity of the Districts, the bombing serves to show the 
brutality of the Capitol and sow disunity, by framing the government for killing Capitol toddlers. 
Just like the Hunger Games, the bombing is aired live, and it works as intended. In case the 
parallel between Coin and Snow‘s methodology is not obvious enough for the reader, President 
Coin proposes ―a final, symbolic Hunger Games, using the children directly related to those who 
held the most power‖ (369). This is integral in painting the new de facto leaders as no different 
from the prior government. Katniss even thinks, ―Was it like this then? Seventy-five years or so 
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ago? As a group of people sit around and cast their votes on initiating the Hunger 
Games...Nothing has changed‖ (370). The rebels have so completely subverted the arena that 
they have become the new masters of the Hunger Games. Perhaps it is no coincidence that the 
mastermind behind the rebellion, Plutarch Heavensbee, was once a Head Gamemaker himself.  
The ironic twist in the rebels becoming just like the Capitol is that they would merely 
repeat the same cycle, since the arena is a flawed tool of state control. Beetee, presented as one 
of the smartest people in Panem, cautions against a ―symbolic Hunger Games,‖ stating that ―it 
would be a bad precedent. We have to stop viewing one another as enemies. At this point, unity 
is essential for our survival‖ (370). His line is reminiscent of MLKs statement that black and 
white people ―need to live together. We‘ve got to find a way to reconcile ourselves to living in 
community, one group with the other‖ (Haley). Indeed, THG makes a very strong case that in 
order for the subversion of the arena to be truly successful, the cycle of oppression must be 
broken and unity found with the previous oppressors. Furthermore, in this particular story, the 
constant exploitation of children for political gain is contrasted with Katniss‘ own children at the 
end of the series: ―They play in the meadow…my children who don‘t know they play on a 
graveyard‖ (389-90). The last scene in THG is the only scene with children being loved instead 
of exploited. This fact demonstrates that social upheaval is not good for the children of the 
present, but rather for the children of the future. 
While it is beyond the scope of this thesis, I feel compelled to briefly address how the 
internet fits into all of this. The spreading out of the arena, or the concept that what constitutes 
the arena evolves throughout the series is important, especially because it may cause readers to 
examine the various arenas available to them. Within the world of THG the arenas move from 
the literal sports arena of the actual Hunger Games, to the victory tour, special events, and 
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interview shows of Catching Fire, to finally an all-out war for control of the airwaves in book 
three. While all of these arenas continue to exist and media coverage, interviews, and speaking 
tours are still used extensively in the struggle to maintain the visual gaze and influence people, 
the modern reader should begin to think of virtual space as another arena. The last few years 
have seen intensified fighting over various platforms on the internet. Countries that desire more 
control over their populations have worked to restrict the internet, and so rebellious citizens 
turned to mobile apps like Periscope that would allow them to get videos online to the outside 
world. The Arab Spring revolutions were a primary example of the internet providing the virtual 
arena in which uprisings gained a platform to unite and rebel. Current day governments across 
the globe attempt to control the internet and use it as a platform to instill loyalty in their citizens. 
Of course, the internet continues to provide spaces beyond government control that are still 
useful to unify and give a platform to dissenting voices. In the sense that governments try to 
harness the internet as a tool of state control it parallels the arena, and as long as people continue 
to apply the same principles of social reform, they will be able to subvert power through the 
internet in the same ways they could in other arenas.  
 Ultimately, Collins uses THG to strike a balance between demonstrating ways to visually 
subvert arenas that are increasingly relevant for young people, while still serving up a cautionary 
tale about the costs of such action. Considering the heavy historical grounding of her work, it is 
not surprising that she produced one of the least glorifying tales of arena fiction.  While the arena 
fiction story may not have changed much, the young age at which children now enter into the 
public arena demands new considerations; this is what Collins does with THG.  
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CONCLUSION: The Parkland School Shooting 
 As this thesis has shown, Collins uses the conventions of arena fiction and an overlay of 
historical reform movements to create a work about inverting the intended oppressions of 
spectacle that encourages particular reflection on the role of children in social reforms. I have 
shown how arena fiction moved from Spartacus to Katniss and how the old vocabulary of visual 
resistance was reimagined for a modern audience. THG will probably remain an important work 
because the strategies for subverting arenas that Collins highlights continue to be evident in 
contemporary ―abolition‖ movements, which increasingly feature children as reformers. While 
the extent to which popular works like THG cause such a phenomenon is unclear, Collins has 
tapped into a unique confluence of themes to explore an increasingly relevant youth movement. 
Katniss‘ rebellion is in the air.  
 A mainstream example of such a child activist movement is the anti-gun movement born 
out of the Parkland School Shooting on February 14, 2018. As in the Columbine School 
Shooting, a student went through the building with a gun and killed 17 people. The Parkland 
School Shooting, however, differed from its most famous predecessor in its aftermath. Many of 
the students rallied after the event and entered the political arena, turning their brief moment in 
the spotlight into a long-lasting movement lobbying for stricter gun laws. Just as the Victors 
from THG have leadership roles in the rebellion because they survived the worst of the Capitol, 
the students of Stoneman Douglas High School have elevated authority to speak out against 
school shootings because they were personally victimized in one. By leveraging their identities 
and media literacy, the students managed to subvert the media and transform their brief spotlight 
into a social reform campaign. 
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 While the initial coverage of Stoneman Douglas High School resembled the two major 
previous American school shootings, Columbine and Sandy Hook, its increased political impact 
quickly became apparent. News reports showed aerial footage as students were evacuated, and 
once the event was over, they shared memorials of the seventeen victims by way of photographs 
accompanied with details about their character or hopes and aspirations (PBS NewsHour). The 
usual emotional impact was heightened by the addition of video footage recorded by the students 
as the shooting took place (Guardian News, ―Phone‖). The classroom video footage contains 
visceral screams accompanied by gunshots as high schoolers cower in fear; this is a powerful and 
memorable image. Videos, photos, and more importantly, actual victims speaking out made a 
long-lasting impression on Americans, which lead to a prolonged discussion of gun violence. 
News reports and articles analyzed the heightened impact of the Parkland School Shooting: 
 [The students‘] efforts have proven effective in part because they have an innate 
understanding of the social-media ecosystem. Digital natives armed with smartphones, 
they found it second nature to capture in graphic detail, their own reactions and 
conversations on social media in real time, using platforms they‘re already familiar with. 
Unlike survivors of Columbine, who came of age well before the smartphone era, or 
Sandy Hook who were too young to speak out, Stoneman students have the means and 
the skills to share their message autonomously – no institutional gatekeepers required 
(Kosoff) 
Knowing that individual stories are far more impactful than mere statistics, the students used 
their personal social media accounts to retell their experiences. Anyone following their accounts 
could read the emotional reactions of the victims themselves, not just a polished news story. This 
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personal touch moved many Americans in the same way that Katniss‘ genuine unacted moments 
inspired Panem.  
 An article in The New Yorker covers the focused and intentional exploitation of the 
spotlight by the students. The journalist writes that the student leaders knew that, ―Had they 
waited even a week to start advocating for change, the reporters would have gone home‖ (Witt). 
One of the students, Cameron Kasky, ―invited a few friends over to his house to try to start a 
movement…the group stayed up all night creating social-media accounts and trying to figure out 
what needed to be said‖ (Witt). They named their movement ―Never Again‖ and ―By Saturday 
[the shooting was on Thursday], other students who had been independently talking to the media 
about gun control had joined, too – names that are now becoming familiar to the American 
public: David Hogg…Sarah Chadwick…Emma Gonzalez‖ (Witt). These details are important 
because they show how essential unity was for bringing together the students in a collective 
effort to maintain the spotlight and attain their goal of heightened gun control. Like the Tributes 
in THG, there are only a few out of the two thousand victims of the school shooting who publicly 
spoke out and continue to maintain a media presence. Hogg and Gonzalez remain the most 
recognizable student leaders, helping to put a face to their movement and avoid the empathy 
drain that comes with having too many victims for the public to focus on.  
 Alfonso Calderon, one of the students, understands the need to maintain their public 
image as truthful and moral agents, telling one journalist that ―Our generation just isn‘t allowed 
to screw up in any way, shape or form…for example, Emma Gonzalez, she‘s an inspiration to us 
and she‘s working for us, but if she were to say something that was non-factual, you know she 
would be highly scrutinized by literally everybody, including the President‖ (Witt). Indeed, the 
conservative media as well as the National Rifle Association (NRA), arguably one of America‘s 
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most influential lobby groups, did their best to discredit the high schoolers and their movement. 
A video detailing this smear campaign shows several news anchors and political pundits saying, 
―Forgive me if I don‘t want a lesson on the second amendment from a sixteen year old,‖ and 
calling Hogg ―a conceited, arrogant, know-it-all‖ (Vox). Many of these critics echoed President 
Snow‘s tactics when he describes Katniss as a ―poor unstable girl‖ (MJ 294). Yet, the images and 
videos of the school shooting show a stark reality that, like the earliest social reform photos, 
could not easily be talked away. The visual impact of the images could only be discredited if 
they were proved to be fake, and, indeed, some who feared the anti-gun message went as far as 
to argue that the whole school shooting was faked by the FBI and the students were just crisis 
actors (Vox). The journalist describing these tactics analyzes what he calls the right wing smear 
machine: 
This is how [it] works. By bombarding the target with a flood of ridiculous but 
inflammatory personal attacks. Victims can either ignore the smears and risk becoming 
defined by them or they can try to respond burning time and energy trying to keep up 
with each new attack. Either way the target‘s original message gets lost. The smear ends 
up becoming the story. (Vox)  
Indeed, the opponents of every social reform movement examined above tried to derail the 
discourse through false and defamatory statements against the activists. Calderon‘s fear of 
Gonzalez saying something non-factual is heightened because, unlike earlier generations, their 
every word and action is so readily broadcast to the world. Once these children become 
Mockingjays, they must always perform, because even the slightest unguarded slip of the tongue 
could result in major setbacks for their movement. 
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 So how did the Parkland school students subvert the media to achieve their social reform 
goals? They took full advantage of the spotlight and deliberately emphasized whatever personal 
aspect best suited their aims. Like Cinna highlighting Katniss as an innocent girl in love or a 
fierce warrior with no regrets, the students emphasize different public personas. When they want 
to emphasize their authority, they often point out that they were present at the school shooting 
and worried that they were going to die. For example, in a tweet to Marco Rubio, Sarah 
Chadwick wrote, ―As a student who was inside the school while an active shooter was wreaking 
terror and havoc on my teachers and classmates with an AR-15, I would just like to say, YOU 
DON‘T UNDERSTAND‖ (Chadwick). Yet, when explaining potential mistakes, they emphasize 
their vulnerability as young children. When Calderon expressed his concern about Gonzalez, he 
followed up with, ―she‘s just a young girl like us, she‘s no different than any of us‖ (Witt).  
The students also know the strength of their many followers. The video by Vox describes 
how Laura Ingraham, a conservative television show host, tweeted out a personal attack at David 
Hogg, who then responded by tweeting out a list of companies that advertised on her show. The 
tweet had tens of thousands of retweets, and ―within twenty-four hours major advertisers had 
yanked their ad from Ingraham‘s show‖ (Vox). The massive number of retweets was probably 
enough to frighten most advertisers regardless of whether they were actually contacted by 
anyone. By involving his audience in an act even as simple as viewing and interacting with a 
message on social media, Hogg invests them in his fight, essentially building unity with 
supporters outside of his victim group. Like when Katniss uses her role as the Mockingjay to 
force Coin into an agreement, Hogg knew how to leverage his fame to frighten public detractors 
into silence.  
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 To further shield themselves from criticism and build their following, the students 
expanded their cause through acts of unity with connected movements. What started as ―Never 
Again,‖ meaning no more school shootings, turned into a broader anti-gun violence movement, 
even incorporating a massive element of racialized gun violence. Examples of this are clearly 
shown in a CNN article discussing their movement‘s first major rally, The March for Our Lives. 
David Hogg opened the door for unity with black activists when he ―said the media‘s biggest 
mistake while covering the school‘s shooting was ‗not giving black students a voice‘‖ (Hamedy). 
Another student said in her speech that ―Parkland received more attention because of its 
affluence…but we share this stage today and forever with those communities who have always 
stared down the barrel of a gun‖ (Hamedy). In a gesture of unity, students of the Parkland School 
Shooting invited several black speakers from communities struggling with gun violence. They 
even surprised the crowd with Martin Luther King Jr.‘s nine year old granddaughter who 
referenced MLK‘s most famous speech, saying, ―I have a dream that enough is enough and that 
this should be a gun free world period‖ (Guardian News, ―Martin‖). What had started as a 
movement against school shootings now presented itself as a descendent of the Civil Rights 
Movement. The March for Our Lives is an important example of how activists against one social 
injustice can quickly find unity with activists of causes on the periphery of their own. The 
Parkland students united not only people who suffered from school shootings, but people who 
suffered from gun-related violence of any sort. Just as Katniss‘ acts of rebellion against the 
Games eventually broadened into a national uprising, the goals and scope of ―Never Again‖ 
change and grow over time. 
 Key to the success of the students‘ reform movement is their access to and use of pre-
existing platforms. Beyond a handful of individual conservative speakers and fringe conspiracy 
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theorists like Alex Jones, the media has supported and cheered the students along in their 
journey. This support is especially evident in early coverage by every major news distributor. A 
Guardian article from February 21st titled ―Florida Students Have Turned Social Media into a 
Weapon for Good‖ describes their tactics as ―a cudgel against political discourse that desperately 
needs to change‖ (Wong). An article by CNN released February 22nd titled ―Four Reasons the 
NRA Should Fear the Parkland Student Survivors‖ begins by stating, ―They‘re just kids. Naïve. 
Idealistic dupes manipulated by left-wing, gun control groups. That‘s how some critics are 
describing the Florida school shooting survivors who have emerged in recent days as 
impassioned gun control advocates‖ (Blake). The journalist in this article deliberately transforms 
the negative language associated with the children into positive language. Indeed, an in-depth 
study of mainstream media outlet coverage would repeatedly find positive language associations 
with the students. Furthermore, an article examining the movement‘s success describes $2 
million ―in private donations from Hollywood personalities including George and Amal 
Clooney, Oprah Winfrey, Steven Spielberg, and Jeffrey Katzenberg‖ (Grinberg). The March for 
our Lives also drew some of the biggest names in entertainment, such as ―Miley Cyrus, Ariana 
Grande, Jennifer Hudson, Common, Demi Lovato and Vic Mensa‖ (Grinberg). Just as the 
Tributes made the best rebel symbols because they were already guaranteed a spotlight, the 
students of Parkland School made effective symbols against gun violence because their terrible 
tragedy guaranteed immediate and sympathetic national coverage. The students further leveraged 
the support of influential figures firmly entrenched in the spotlight to garner credibility and 
increase the visibility of their message. 
 While the students of the Parkland School Shooting have successfully applied many of 
the same principles of visible symbolic resistance found in THG, they too have paid a high 
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personal cost. Because their platform was a direct result of the shooting, the movement‘s 
effectiveness is inextricable from the tragedy which continues to impact the lives of thousands.  
The death toll includes the seventeen lives lost in the shooting and two students who have since 
then taken their own lives. A journalist describing the recent suicides writes, ―Since the 
Valentine‘s Day shooting traumatized an entire student body, students at Marjory Stoneman 
Douglas High School regularly report to trauma counsellors after breaking down in tears. They 
panic when fire alarms drag on even moments too long. Reports of widespread absences are 
common‖ (Madan). One can only guess at the mental strain faced by those particular students 
who chose to become Mockingjays. How can they focus on healing from the trauma of the event 
when their visibility demands constant performance and forever recalling the horrors they 
experienced? These are the questions I find myself asking as a result of my research into THG. 
 The students from the Parkland School Shooting are just one example of the increasing 
role that children play in social reform movements today. The environmental movement is also 
increasingly marked by an ever younger group turning themselves into visible symbols of 
resistance. This trend shows that THG reflects the social reform movements of today, and future 
research on arena fiction‘s role in increasing youth involvement in reform through an increased 
vocabulary of visible resistance may be valuable. This real world trajectory is why I believe it is 
important that Collins encourages critical analysis of child involvement in reform with her use of 
arena fiction and historical social reform in THG.  
 As further works of arena fiction enter the cultural stage, I hope that the role they play in 
activating young readers will be more thoroughly investigated. Furthermore, I would encourage 
further research into the emotional and mental impact that the spotlight, even for a good cause, 
has on young individuals. If, as Collins suggests, activism is not without cost, then young people 
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need to be informed of any dangers, so that when they get active, they do so in a safe and 
responsible manner. By extension, the adults involved in social reform movements could benefit 
from such research in making informed and responsible decisions about the extents to which they 
enable young activists. Finally, from a literary perspective, writers of arena fiction need to be 
mindful of the impact their work may have on impressionable young readers and strive for 
balance, so that even as the world continues to wrestle with social issues, the cost of change does 
not grow too high. 
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